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  he decipherment of the Mayan hieroglyphic script, like the decipherment 
 of  any previously unknown system of writing, requires a transcription 
 into a known phonemic system. This is true not only of syllabograms but 
logograms. Typically, such a transcription takes the form of Roman characters. In 
Mayan epigraphy, for example, the phonemic transcription of consonants accords 
with the paradigm in Table 1:2
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TABLE 1: THE PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION OF CONSONANTS OF CLASSIC 
MAYA SPELLING

Labial Dental Alveopalatal Velar Glottal
Stops/Affricates:  p t tz ch k ’

Glottalized: b t’ tz’ ch’ k’
Fricatives: s x j h

Nasals: m n
Liquids: l,r
Glides: w y

 Epigraphers naturally assume that such phonemic characters combine to 
represent, however roughly, the pronunciation of the words that fell from the lips 
of the ancient writers of that script.  An inevitable task of Mayan epigraphy, 
therefore, is to understand the hieroglyphic script well enough to represent it 
phonemically and semantically.  In this, the “gold standard” is the secure 
identification of the phonological character of the hieroglyphic word, as 
indivisibly linked to its meaning.  While the spelling of consonants has been 
marked by general agreement (though see Justeson [1995] and Grube [2004] for 
recent and important distinctions between the velar j and glottal h), the protocol 
governing Classic Maya hieroglyphic spelling of vowels has generated 
substantial discussion in recent years.  In 1998 Houston, Stuart and Robertson 
(HSR) gave a concrete proposal, which elicited Lacadena and Wichmann’s (LW) 
(2004) elaboration of that proposal.  These two proposals are treated in detail 
below, but the suggestions of the current authors are so sweepingly distinct that 
it seems advisable to lay out the new view before discussing previous work.
 The paper, therefore, has four parts: The first will be expository and 
definitional.  The terms and the parameters outlined below produce the natural 
classes that accommodate the known Classic Maya spellings.  The sole aim of the 
section is to present the system of categories that permit classification of all 
hieroglyphic spelling.  Like all expository classification, its purpose is not 
explanation.  As presented in Part I, the tables provide the categories in which 
the several Mayan glyphs can be classified.  They are normative in the sense that 
they reveal the canon that apparently governed Classic Maya spelling.
 By contrast, the second part provides a hypothesis, aiming to show how 
and why the canon described above works the way it does. Part 2 emphasizes 
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lawful statements derivable from the classification.  These lawful statements 
belong to the logical class of the material implication, of the type found in 
linguistic studies of language typology and universals: If X, then Y, but if Y, 
possibly X; if ¬Y, then ¬X, but if ¬X, then possibly ¬Y. 3  The theory is logical in 
the strict sense of the term.  The discussion of Part II is not necessary in the 
canonical sense, however, since knowing how to spell amounts to no more than 
consulting the tables of Part I.  Part III will compare and contrast the LW 
proposal with the current proposal.

Part 1: The Categorical Systems

The Relationship between Mayan Spelling and the Mayan Language

 Mayan spelling has three different levels, the first level consisting of three
categories. The second level is an expansion of a category from the first level, and 
the third level expands from one of the categories of the second level.

The First Level of Spelling

 Certain facts of Classic Maya spelling and the Mayan language it spelled 
(Classical Ch’olti’) are at the core of the categorical systems that define Mayan 
spelling.  Two facts of Classical Ch’olti’ (and of all Mayan languages) are these: 
First, most Mayan words end in a consonant.  Second, with rare exception, 
Mayan prefixes typically have the form CV-, while suffixes most often take the 
form –VC. Thus, the root for ‘earspool’ is -tuup-.  This particular class of noun 
never occurs as a bare root; it must either be possessed or take an absolutive 
suffix indicating that it is not possessed: u-tuup ‘his/her earspool,’ and tuup-aj 
‘earspool, not specifying its owner’ (Houston, Robertson and Stuart 2001; Zender 
2004a) The orthographic consequences of these two linguistic facts will be taken 
up after the following comments regarding the Mayan syllabary. Because the 
writing system itself employed a syllabary whose CV syllabograms ended in a 
vowel, and because Mayan words end in a consonant, an extra vowel exists 
when spelling, say, u-tuup ‘his/her earspool,’ which is rendered: u-tu-pa, the 
final a being silent.  (A complete discussion of the consequences of silent-vowel 
spelling is the primary subject of this paper, and will be treated in detail below.)  
In contrast, the word tuup-aj ‘earspool, not specifying its owner’ is spelled tu-pa-
ja, where the final syllabogram ja is pronounced -aj.  Recall that Mayan suffixes 
tend to take the form -VC. For this reason, what is spelled ja is pronounced -aj.  
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We distinguish these two types of spellings, referring to them as “silent-vowel 
reading” and “morphosyllabic reading.”
 A corollary to these two kinds of spelling is that they are, with some 
exceptions, closely linked to part of speech.  If a given spelling has a “silent-
vowel reading,” the part of speech will usually be a noun or adjective.4   The 
reverse is not necessarily true, however, since nouns and adjectives can take 
suffixes that are spelled with logograms that have an enunciated, morphosyllabic 
reading.  We can also say that if a given spelling is attached to a verb, that 
spelling will always be “morphosyllabic.”  The variation of such morphosyllabic 
readings is extensive, from a spelling that is fully pronounced to a 
morphophonemic representation, as a cover for a series of related pronunciations 
of the same morpheme. An example might be the English spelling of -s ‘plural’, 
which is realized as [s], [z], or [əz], depending on the context.  An example of the 
first type might be like ta-li tal-i ‘he comes,’ where the –i is fully pronounced.  An 
example of the latter type might be T’AB-yi t’ab-ay ‘he/she/it goes up,’ where 
the spelling requires the reader to know that the -yi signals a vowel harmonic 
agreement with the root, the y being the only phonetic value that is given.5  In 
other words, because he knows the language, the reader fills in the vowel-
harmonic portion of the pronunciation.  Furthermore, as shown earlier, with 
endings like -ja in tu-pa-ja the CV morphosyllable is “pronounced backwards,” 
as -aj.  Briefly, unlike nouns/adjectives, verbal suffixes are never spelled with 
silent vowels; their spellings are always morphosyllabic. As pointed out earlier, 
morphosyllabic spellings occur both on noun/adjectives and verbs. This can be 
summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2: THE FIRST LEVEL OF CLASSIC MAYA SPELLING

Verb,Morphosyllabic
0,1

noun/adjective,morphosyllabic
e.g. tu-pa-ja tuup-aj ‘earspool’

1,1
verb,morphosyllabic

T'AB-yi
0,0

noun/adjective,silent vowel
e.g. u-tu-pa u-tuup ‘his earspool’ 

1,0
verb,silent vowel

no credible examples

 At the first level, therefore, Classic Maya spelling has three categories: 
noun/adjective with silent-vowel spelling; noun/adjective with morphosyllabic 
spelling; verb with morphosyllabic spelling.  The fourth category does not exist: 
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Verbs that are spelled with silent vowels. This is because verbs always have an 
inflectional suffix.  

The Second Level of Spelling: Silent Vowel Spelling = Disharmonic and 
Synharmonic

 Disharmonic and synharmonic spellings start with the fact that the words 
of Classical Ch’olti’, like other Mayan languages, usually ended in a consonant.  
A problem arose, however, from the structure of the writing system itself, which 
employed a syllabary whose CV syllabograms ended in a vowel. The gap 
between words and their representation led to a practice in which a written pair 
of syllabograms (CV-CV) represented a spoken CVC. The final (extra) vowel of 
the written CV-CV was silent.

Complex/Simple Vowels

 English spelling has a fortuitous resemblance with Mayan writing, which 
can be seen in the pairs kit, kite; met, mete; mat, mate; dot, dote; cut, cute.  The 
absence of the silent e corresponds to a spoken short vowel, while the presence of 
the silent vowel e signals spoken-vowel complexity (i.e., historical long vowels, 
but now vowels with offglides [Zender 1999:93-94; see also Crystal 2004:196, for a 
discussion of this innovation by the monk Orm about A.D. 1200]).  The Mayan 
script parallels English by signaling vowel simplicity and vowel complexity 
orthographically.  If the spoken vowel was a simple (short) vowel, the spelling 
had to be CV1-CV1, the silent vowel serving as an “echo vowel” (i.e., the same as 
the preceding, neighboring vowel, e.g., ni-chi nich ‘flower’).  On the other hand, 
if the spelling was CV1-CV2 (the silent vowel differing from the preceding, 
spoken vowel) that spoken vowel was complex: (e.g., to-k’a took’ ‘flint;’ bu-la bu’l 
‘beans’).  The first type (CV1-CV1 ni-chi), where the two vowels are identical, has 
been called “synharmonic spelling” after the seminal suggestion of Yuri 
Knorosov (1967; also Kelley 1976:180).  The second (CV1-CV2 to-k’a, took’ ‘flint’ 
bu-la bu’l ‘beans’) can be described as “disharmonic spelling” because the two 
vowels are different.
 HSR’s original proposal can be restated as follows: (a) If a noun/adjective 
is written disharmonically, the vowel is reconstructible as a complex vowel in 
Common Mayan (the assumption being that Classical Ch’olti’ preserved the 
essence of Common Mayan vowel nuclei).  (b) If a reconstructed vowel is short, 
that noun/adjective will always be written synharmonically.
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 We point out, however, that the reverse is not true: A spoken word with a 
complex vowel is not always written disharmonically, any more than a 
synharmonic spelling invariantly signals a simple vowel — which comes to 
saying the same thing.  There are a significant number of complex vowels that 
are not spelled disharmonically; they are spelled synharmonically. Yet there are 
no simple vowels that are spelled disharmonically.
 These statements presuppose a four-place system, as shown in Table 3.6,7

TABLE 3: THE SECOND LEVEL OF CLASSIC MAYA SPELLING: NOUNS/
ADJECTIVES

Disharmonic,Complex
0,1

synharmonic,complex
e.g. pataana ‘work’

1,1
disharmonic,complex

bu’la ‘plate’
0,0

synharmonic,simple
e.g. witzi ‘mountain’

1,0 
disharmonic,simple

no credible examples

  The lower left corner has {0,0}, which means the category has neither 
disharmonic spelling nor complex vowels.  In other words, the category is 
{synharmonic spelling,simple vowel}: witzi ‘mountain, hill.’  The upper left 
corner {0,1} does not have disharmonic spelling, but it does accommodate 
complex vowels: {synharmonic,complex}: pataana ‘work.’  The upper right corner 
{1,1}has both disharmonic spelling and complex vowels {disharmonic,complex}: 
bu’la.  The lower right corner {1,0} is empty; there seem to be no credible 
examples of disharmonic spellings with reconstructible short vowels.
 The appendix has 36 instances of the {synharmonic,simple} category; 30 
instances of the {synharmonic,complex} category, and 73 instances of the 
{disharmonic,complex} category.  Significantly, there are no credible examples of 
the lower right category {disharmonic,simple}. The theoretical reason for this is 
proposed in Part 2.

The Third Level of Spelling: Disharmonic Spelling
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 Synharmony only permits spellings where the spoken and silent vowels 
are identical, whereas disharmonic spelling potentially allows all other 
combinations of vowels: i...e; i...a; i...o; i...u; e...i; e...a; and so on. However, not all 
combinations are possible in Mayan spelling. Certain vowel combinations are 
proscribed, and acceptable combinations rigorously defined. The ten 
subcategories of the overall category {disharmonic,complex} system have two 
parameters: Quantity versus Quality;

(1) Vowel Quantity. Status of glottal folds when speaking vowels: position
(open/closed glottis) versus elasticity (lax/stiff glottis),
(2) Vowel Quality. Status of vowel classes in written and spoken 
realizations: three written vowels (¬i i.e. aiu versus ¬u i.e. aiu) versus five 
spoken vowels (¬ai i.e. aieou) versus (¬eou i.e. aieou).

 The parameters of (1) Vowel Quantity yield four logical possibilities: (a) if 
the position of the vocal folds is open and the elasticity is lax, the complex vowel 
is long and voiced: ii, ee, aa, oo, uu; (b) if the position of the vocal folds is open 
and the elasticity is stiff, the vowel is long and aspirated (voiceless): ih, eh, ah, 
oh, uh; (c) if the position of the vocal folds is closed and the elasticity is stiff, the 
vowel is long and stopped: i’, e’, a’, o’, u’.  The fourth is impossible, since the 
vocal cords cannot be lax if they are closed.  Hence the parameters of (1) identify 
whether a complex vowel is long (voiced), aspirated (voiceless), or glottalized 
(stopped).
 The parameters of (2) Vowel Quality show that ancient Maya scribes used 
only the three fundamental vowels i, a, and u in spelling the disharmonic silent 
vowel. These fundamental vowels, however, were divided into two 
complements: The first complement is ¬u, which we also represent as (iau).  The 
second complement is ¬i, which is (iau).  For the spoken vowels, the scribes used 
the five vowels i, e, a, o, and u. These had two complements: The first was ¬eou, 
which we also represent as (aieou); the second was ¬ia, which is also written as 
(iaeou). For example, if a word is spelled C[iaeou]C[iau] with vocal folds that are 
open and lax (i.e., with long vowels), then we find words such as kele-ma 
keleema ‘young boy, strong’, te-ma teema ‘bench’; ko-ko-ma kokooma ‘Yukatek 
family name’, -o-ma -ooma ‘agentive suffix’, o-na oona ‘many,’ to-jo-la tojoola 
‘price, payment’, to-k’a took’a ‘flint’. If the vocal folds are closed and tense (i.e., 
glottalized vowels) then we find spellings of the type C[iaeou]C[iau], e.g. 
CH’E’N-na che’na ‘cave,’ se-ka se’ka ‘Yukatek month name;’ ha-o-ba ha’o’ba 
‘they/them,’ pi-xo-la pixo’la ‘hat;’ bu-la bu’la ‘beans,’ hu-na hu’na ‘paper,’ lu-
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ma lu’ma ‘earth,’ mu-ka mu’ka ‘announcement,’ sa-ku-na saku’na ‘elder 
brother,’ su-ku-na suku’na ‘elder brother,’ tz’u-nu-na tz’unu’na ‘hummingbird.’
 The distribution of all ten of the classes is encoded in Table 4. The logic 
behind the particular structure of the categories of Table 4 is explained in Part 2. 
Table 4 has a place for each of the known disharmonic spellings. The chart 
includes all such spellings, which are also found in the appendix in their 
complete spellings and pronunciations.  We note here, without explaining why, 
that there are several logically possible categories which are empty: There are no 
spellings for glottalized vowels of the type [e’,o’,u’]C[a,i]; nor are there spellings 
for the long vowels of the type, [ii,aa]C[u].  While the quadrants V’ and VV both 
have only three categories, with one null category, all four categories exist in the 
Vh quadrant.  Again, the reason for this outcome is logical, and will be explained 
in Part 2.
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TABLE 4: THE THIRD LEVEL OF CLASSIC MAYAN SPELLING: THE 
DISHARMONIC TABLE

Minor Term,Major Term
Written,Spoken

disharmonic,complex

Vocal Cords
open,stiff: aspirated vowels

Vocal Cords
closed,stiff: glottalized vowels

¬u,¬eou
[aiu],[iaeou]

ai,ih.ah
jahyi, nahbi, chahki;tihla

¬i,¬eou 
[aiu],[iaeou]

u,ih.ah
chapahtu; ahku

¬i,¬eou 
[aiu],[iaeou]

u,i’.a’
chi’ku,ba’tzu, tza’ku

¬u,¬eou 
[aiu],[iaeou]

ai,i’.a’
saba’ki, ma’xi, ha’bi

¬u,¬i,a
[aiu],[iaeou]

i,eh.oh.uh
kehji; juhchi, k’uhtzi, puhtz’i

¬i,¬ia 
[aiu],[iaeou]
a,eh.oh.uh

ohla, nehna

¬i,¬ia 
[aiu],[iaeou]
a,e’.o’.u’
che’na,se’ka, we’la;
ha’o’ba,pixo’la
bu’la, hu’na, lu’ma, mu’ka, 
saku’na, suku’na, 
tz’unu’na, bu’la

¬u,¬i,a
[aiu],[iaeou]

i,e’.o’.u’

Vocal Cords
open,lax: long vowels

Vocal Cords
closed,lax: impossible

¬u,¬i,a
[aiu],[iaeou]

i,ee.oo.uu
otooti, y-ooki; jukuubi, 

ajmuuchi, mukuuyi, 
muuti, puuyi, suutz'i, tuuni

¬i,¬ia 
[aiu],[iaeou]
a,ee.oo.uu

-eena, keleema, teema;
kokooma, -ooma, oona, 

tojoola, took’a, 
juuna, tuupa, yuuha

¬i,¬ia 
[aiu],[iaeou]

a,e.o.u

¬u,¬i,a
[aiu],[iaeou]

i,e.o.u

¬u,¬eou
[aiu],[iaeou]

ai,ii.aa
ihtz’iina, ichaani +27 others

¬i,¬eou
[aiu],[iaeou]

u,ii.aa

¬i,¬eou
[aiu],[iaeou]

u,i.a

¬u,¬eou
[aiu],[iaeou]

ai,i.a

 The classificatory systems outlined above — Table 4, disharmonic spelling 
in particular — might seem so abstruse as to bring into question the practicality 
of such a seemingly complex system.  How could such complexity be passed 
down from one generation of scribes to the next?  Of course the answer to this 
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question is intractable given our lack of knowledge concerning scribal training. 
However, as an illustration we suggest a rather simple procedure that is well 
within the range of plausible pedagogy:8

a) V (a simple vowel) is spelled by echoing the root vowel
b) VV (a long vowel) can be spelled by echoing the root vowel OR by
 complementing with /Ca/ or /Ci/
c) e', o', u' can be spelled by echoing the root vowel OR by complementing 
 with /Ca/
d) Vh, a', and i' can all be spelled by echoing the root vowel OR by 
complementing with /Ca/, /Ci/, or /Cu/

Alternatively, these can be recast for those who prefer prohibitions:

a. Words can always be spelled by echoing the root vowel
b. Nothing can be spelled with /Ce/ or /Co/ (midvowel) disharmonic
complements
c. VV cannot be spelled with disharmonic /Cu/
d. e', o', u' cannot be spelled with /Cu/ or /Ci/ (high vowel) disharmonic
complements
e. Vh, a', and i' cannot violate b. above, but can otherwise be spelled 
anyway the scribe wants
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In summary, we propose the following distribution for Classic Maya spelling:

TABLE 5:  A SUMMARY OF THE THREE LEVELS OF CLASSIC MAYA 
SPELLING

Part 2: The Hypothesis

 In presenting the categories that shape Classic Maya spelling, we have 
given no rationale for their formal distribution.  On present evidence, the Classic 
Maya spelling system embraces the same logic found in Jakobson’s (1968 [1941]) 
“laws of irreversible solidarity,” and later in Greenberg’s (1966) seminal 
investigation of language universals and language typologies, along with all 
those that followed this line of investigation.  Greenberg (1966:73) states that 
implicational universals “take the form, ‘given x in a particular language, we 
always find y,” but that “the converse, namely, ‘given y, we always find x,’ does 
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not hold.” Such implicational universals are rampant in glyphs: disharmonic 
spelling, then complex vowel, but not necessarily the reverse, if complex vowel, 
then either simple or complex vowel.  For monosyllabic words in English we can 
say the following: (a) if the o is followed by the silent vowel a (e.g., road), the 
pronunciation is /o/; (b) if on the other hand, the spoken vowel is /a/, then the 
word is spelled without the silent a (e.g., lost).  The reverse is not true, however. If 
the word is written without the silent vowel, it can be pronounced /o/ as well 
(e.g. post).  A complete expression of that logic (see below) goes beyond 
Jakobson’s theories of language acquisition by children, as well as implicational 
universals.  It accords with the logic of all semiosis; it is central to language 
synchrony and diachrony; and, as we will show, it is the organizing principle of 
Classic Maya spelling.

A Simple Example of Implication

 The simplest implicational system always has four categories, three 
realized, and one impossible.  We take as an example “having and eating a single 
apple.”  We identify a universe of four types.  Of those types, the fourth is 
impossible, since one cannot eat what one does not have:

• people who do not have an apple cannot eat an apple
• people who have an apple but do not eat it
• people who have an apple and eat it
• *people who do not have an apple and eat it

 Following Greenberg, we infer the following implicational statements: If a 
person eats an apple, (s)he had that apple; but not necessarily the reverse: one 
can have an apple but not eat it.  Furthermore, we can contrapose the above 
implication: If a person does not have an apple, (s)he cannot eat an apple; but not 
the reverse: one can choose not to eat an apple (s)he has.

The Major and Minor Terms and Implicational Relationships

 In view of the above discussion of implicational statements, we take a 
broader view that all material implications must have a major and minor term, 
where the minor term implies the major term. The implicational relationship can 
be defined as follows: Every element in the set “major term” is also in set “minor 
term,” except that “minor term” must have at least one additional element. If the 
major term is a word (or a morpheme) containing interpretable information, then 
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the minor term contains that information, plus an additional piece of 
information. Because of this imbalance, the elements of the minor term imply the 
elements of the major term, but the elements of major term do not necessarily 
imply the elements of the minor term—because the minor term has an additional 
element. With markedness, the major term is less marked than the minor term. 
Thus in Table 2, have [food] contains less information that eat [food], while eat [food] 
has additional information; that the "owned" food is consumed.  Hence, eat [food] 
is more marked than have [food]. 

It is worth pointing out that the notion “proper subset” might be thought of the 
inverse of “implication.” The statement “The major term is a proper subset of the 
minor term” is written major term ⊂ minor term, which indicates that everything 

that is in the major term is also in the minor term, but there is at least one element 
in the minor term that is not present in the major term.    On the other hand, as 
shown above, the minor term implies the major term," can be written minor term ⊃ 

major term, which means that every element contained in the major term is 
contained in the minor term, and there is at least one element in the minor term 
that is not contained in the major term. Thus, all implication is hierarchical.  The 
Venn diagram of Figure 1 illustrates this relationship.

FIGURE 1:  A MINOR/MAJOR RELATIONSHIP:  
Eat Implies Have

have 

eat 

The Values of the Terms

 Both the major and minor terms have two values associated with them: 
their marked presence (1) and their unmarked absence (0).  This produces four 
categories: not eat (0) and not have (0); not eat (0) have (1); eat (1) have (1); eat (1) and 
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not have (0), the last being physically and logically impossible.  Figure 2 illustrates 
this relationship.

FIGURE 2:  THE VALUES OF THE MINOR/MAJOR RELATIONSHIP:  
0 = Absence of Term; 1 = Presence of Term

not eat, not have
0,0

not eat, have
0,1

eat, have
1,1



Table 6 – a notational variant of Figure 2 – includes the minor “eat” and major 
“have” terms, along with their values, 0 = “absence of” and 1 = “presence of.”

TABLE 6:  EATING/HAVING APPLES:  
0 Means “Absence of” 1 Means “Presence of”

Minor Term,Major Term
eat,have

eat,have
0,1

not eat apple, have apple

eat,have
1,1

eat apple, have apple
eat,have

0,0
not eat apple, not have apple

eat,have
1,0

eat apple, not have apple
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 Relating to the characteristics of Table 6, our later discussion of the Classic 
Maya spelling requires several definitions and observations.

Four Categories

The Categories of Equality

 Table 6 has two categories of equality, where both the minor and major terms 
are either negative or positive: {not eat (0), not have (0)} and its opposite, {eat (1), 
have (1)}.  The categories of equality are further classified into (a) the more 
weakly marked category (lower left category of Table 6), since, for example, 
neither having apples nor eating apples exists, and (b) the more strongly marked 
category (upper right), has both the having and the eating of the apple.

The Categories of Inequality

 Table 6 also has two categories of inequality, where the values of the major 
and minor terms are unequal.  The upper left category of Table 6 is a category of 
inequality {not eat (0), have (1)}, called the category of possibility.  We call it a 
modal category because having an uneaten apple is an apple that can/could/
shall/should/will/would/might/must be eaten.  
 The lower right category {eat,not have} is the second category of 
inequality, and is the exact opposite of the modal category of possibility.  It is the 
category of impossibility – without modality – in consequence of the fact that 
eating a nonexistent apple is a commonsense and logical impossibility.  
Transformed matter presumes prior existence.
 We can now disclose the principle by which the category of impossibility 
is excluded: It is impossible for the value of the minor term to be greater than the value 
of the major term.  Put differently, the value of the minor term must be equal to or 
less than the value of the major term. Succinctly, minor term ≤ major term.  This 
gives us the well-known truth table of the material implication, where three of 
the four categories are true, and the remaining category false.  In the example 
above, the impossible category is false because the value of the minor term 
(eating an apple) is present, and the value of the major term (having an apple) is 
absent.
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Implication Statements

 The exclusion of the impossible category presumes the statement of 
certain implicational universals.  For example, in the context of Table 6 the 
following implicational statements are true:

• If I eat an apple, then I have that apple first. The reverse is not 
necessarily true, however, since I can have an apple but not eat it.
• If I do not have apple, then I cannot eat an apple.  Again, the reverse is 
not necessarily true because it is possible for me not to eat an apple in my 
possession.

 It turns out that for language universals, language acquisition, writing 
systems; and generally, for all of semiosis, the framework given above has 
countless applications.  The following applies it Classic Maya spelling.

Mayan Spelling Examples of the Material Implication

The First and Second Levels of Classic Maya Spelling

 The first level of Classic Maya spelling has a minor (Part-of-Speech) and a 
major term (Level).  Furthermore, the minor term, or “Part-of-Speech,” has two 
values: 0 = not-verb (i.e., noun/adjective) and 1 = verb; the major term or “Level” 
also has two values: 0 = not-morphology (i.e., phonology), and 1 = morphology. 
Together, these yield the four categories referred to above, as shown in Tables 2 
and 3, repeated below for convenience.
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TABLE 7:  THE FIRST LEVEL OF SPELLING showing the X (Part-of-Speech) and 
Y (Level) Axes, With Respective Values: Noun/Adjective versus Verb; Phonology 

versus Morphology

Part-of-Speech,Levels

0,1
noun/adjective,morphosyllable
e.g. tu-pa-ja tuup-aj ‘earspool’

1,1
verb,morphosyllable

T’AB- yi t’ab-ay ‘it goes up’

0,0
noun/adjective,silent vowel

e.g. u-tu-pa u-tuup ‘his earspool’

1,0
verb,silent vowel

no credible examples

 Minor Term: Part-of-Speech and Major Term: Level for Table 7 have a 
logical set-subset relationship.  Parts-of-speech are constituted of nouns, verbs, 
adjectives and so on.  Specifically, the parts of speech that Mayan spelling allows 
for is the opposition nouns/adjectives versus verbs.  Here we define level as 
belonging to well-recognized levels of language: phonological level, 
morphological level, syntactic level, pragmatic level, discourse level, and so on. 
In particular, at issue here is the opposition phonological level versus morphological 
level.  Level implies of part-of-speech because a given noun or verb cannot exist 
without a given phonological and morphological value.
 The major and minor terms have a set-subset relationship. So do their 
respective values.  Part-of-speech has the two values mentioned above: noun/
adjective versus verb.  As predicates, nouns/adjectives mark “being” (e.g., that 
person is a doctor [noun]; that person is grumpy [adjective]), whereas verbs mark 
being and “movement” through space-time (e.g., that person went [verb]). All 
movement through space-time implies being, but not all being implies 
movement through space-time.
 As to Level, morphology implies phonology, but phonology does not 
necessarily imply morphology.  Morphemes are constituted of phonemes but 
phonemes are not necessarily constituted of morphemes.
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 Having provided reasons for the major and minor terms of Table 7 with 
their several values, we now look more carefully at the disposition of these terms 
in Mayan.  Typically, in Mayan languages (and specifically in Ch’olan) the verbs 
take explicit, spoken suffixes, which carry such grammatical values as voice 
(transitivity, intransitivity, active, passive), mood (optative, imperative) and 
tense/aspect (present, past, completive, incompletive, [Robertson 1992]).  Classic 
Maya spelling can correspond completely to the actual pronunciation of such 
verbal morphology.  More often, though, the correspondence is partial. For 
example, the -i of ta-li fully represents the marker signaling the intransitivity of 
the verb tal ‘to come.’  In contrast, the yi of T’AB-yi has only the y of the vowel-
harmonic morpheme –Vy, pronounced as t’ab-ay ‘(s)he/it goes up.’  Unlike verbs, 
nouns and adjectives may or may not take affixes.  If the noun takes a suffix, it 
can be like the example shown in Table 7, tu-pa-ja tuup-aj ‘earspool’, where the ja 
is pronounced /aj/. In other words, the reader must “fill in the gap,” much like 
an English speaker “knows” that the /s/ of dogs is really pronounced as a [z], 
while the /s/ of docks is pronounced as an [s]. However, if the noun or adjective 
does not take an affix, the final, “silent” vowel references the vowel complexity 
of the preceding spoken vowel, much like the silent, final e in English rate signals 
an offglide (an historical long vowel) in the syllabic nucleus.
 Table 7 illlustrates the first level of spelling, which has the following 
characteristics:

• The weakly marked category of equality is: {nouns/adjectives,silent 
vowel} i.e., nouns/adjective that do not have any morphosyllabic suffix.
• The opposite, strongly marked category of equality is: 
{verb,morphosyllable}, i.e., verbs, which always take a morphological 
suffix.
• The possible (modal) category is: {noun/adjective,morphosyllable}, i.e.,
nouns/adjectives that do have some kind of grammatical suffix.
• The impossible category {verbs,silent vowel} i.e., verbs that have no 
suffixation (signaling voice), which does not exist in the language.

 Because of the exclusion of the impossible category -- because verbs 
always take suffixation -- the following implicational statements are true:

(1) If verb, then morphosyllable. The reverse, however, is not true, since
nouns/adjectives and verbs take morphosyllabic spelling.
(2) If no morphosyllable (i.e., if silent vowel), then no verb (i.e., then
noun/adjective). Again, the reverse is not true because it is possible to 
have nouns/adjectives without morphology.

 The second level of Classic Maya spelling is an expansion of the lower-left
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category {noun/adjective(0),silent vowel(0)}.  The expansion of this category 
requires new Minor and Major terms: Minor = Written Language and Major = 
Spoken Language.  Minor has two values, 0 = synharmonic spelling and 1 = 
disharmonic spelling, while Major has the values 0 = simple vowel, and 1 = 
complex vowel.

TABLE 8: THE SECOND LEVEL OF MAYAN SPELLING, Showing the Minor 
Term (Written Language) and the Major Term (Spoken Language), with Their 

Respective Values: Synharmonic (0) versus Disharmonic (1); Simple Vowels (0) 
versus Complex Vowels (1)

eat,have
Written Language,Spoken Language
0,1

Synharmonic,Complex Vowel
e.g. pataana ‘work’

1,1
Disharmonic,Complex Vowel

bu’la ‘plate’
0,0

Synharmonic,Simple Vowel
e.g. witzi ‘mountain’

1,0
Synharmonic,Complex Vowel

no credible examples

 The second level of spelling as shown in Table 8 is restricted to nouns/
adjectives whose final vowel is not morphosyllabic; rather a silent vowel that 
signals vowel complexity of the previous, spoken vowel.  Here the Minor Term is 
Written Language, and the Major Term is Spoken Language. Writing implies 
speech because one can have speech without a written counterpart, but writing 
systems presuppose a spoken language.  The two values of minor term (writing ) 
are “disharmonic spelling” versus “synharmonic spelling,” and the two values of 
the major term (speech) are “complex vowels” versus “simple vowels.”  The 
categories of equality include the weakly marked category {synharmonic 
spelling,simple vowel} and the strongly marked category {disharmonic spelling, 
complex vowel}.  The categories of inequality include the category of possibility 
{synharmonic spelling, simple vowel}, and the impossible category {disharmonic 
spelling, simple vowel}, for which no credible examples have been found.
 The implicational statements associated with Table 8 are the following.  If 
a disharmonic spelling, then there must be complex vowel (but not the reverse, 
since there are many examples of synharmonic spelling with simple vowels).  If a 
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simple vowel, then there must be a synharmonic spelling (but not the reverse, 
since there are many examples of complex vowels than have synharmonic 
spellings).  In the appendix, we have listed 5 instances of glottalized vowels, 10 
instances of aspirated vowels, and 15 instances of long vowels.  There are no 
credible examples of disharmonic spellings with simple vowels.

We lay emphasis on the fact that the rule “the values of the minor term ≤ 
the values of the major term” is at work here. The categories 
{synharmonic,simple}, {synharmonic,complex}, {disharmonic,complex} are all 
“true” (i.e. attested) because the values belonging to writing are all equal to 
{synharmonic,simple}, {disharmonic,complex} or less than 
{synharmonic,complex} the values belonging to speech. The instance where the 
values of minor term > the values of the major ({disharmonic,simple}) is “false,” 
given that there are no credible examples in the data.

The Third Level of Classic Maya Spelling

The third level in Classic Maya spelling is a sixteen-place expansion of the 
category {disharmonic, complex vowel} of Table 5. Before identifying the major 
and minor terms with their values, it is necessary to explain how sixteen-place 
systems work.

Sixteen Place Systems

A sixteen-place system is a logical quadrupling of a four-place system. To 
sketch out the logic of the system, we return to the major term (having apples) 
and minor terms (eating apples). In the four-place system, we defined the value 
of the major and minor terms as the presence or absence of having and eating a 
single apple. However, there is the possibility of increasing the value of the major 
and minor terms. We now examine all possible categories reflecting all the 
options of (a) not only having/eating one apple as in the four-place system, but 
also (b) having/eating two additional apples, which produces a sixteen-place 
system. All logical possibilities are included in Table 9.
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TABLE 9: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE, Showing the Possible and Impossible 
Categories Where X = Eat and Y = Have

X,Y
2-position: 0,2
1-position: 0,1
eat 0,have 3

X,Y
2-position: 0,2
1-position: 1,1
eat 1,have 3

X,Y
2-position: 2,2
1-position: 0,1
eat 2,have 3

X,Y
2-position: 2,2
1-position: 1,1
eat 3,have 3

 X,Y
2-position: 0,2
1-position: 0,0

eat 0,have 2

 X,Y
2-position: 0,2
1-position: 1,0
eat 1,have 2

 X,Y
2-position: 2,2
1-position: 0,0
eat 2,have 2

 X,Y
2-position: 2,2
1-position: 1,0
eat 3,have 2

 X,Y
2-position: 0,0
1-position: 0,1

eat 0,have 1

 X,Y
2-position: 0,0
1-position: 1,1
eat 1,have 1

 X,Y
2-position: 2,0
1-position: 0,1
eat 2,have 1

 X,Y
2-position: 2,0
1-position: 1,1
eat 3,have 1

X,Y
2-position: 0,0
1-position: 0,0

eat 0,have 0

X,Y
2-position: 0,0
1-position: 1,0
eat 1,have 0

X,Y
2-position: 2,0
1-position: 0,0

eat 2,have 0

X,Y
2-position: 2,0
1-position: 1,0
eat 3,have 0

The Properties of the Sixteen-Place Table

We identify “2-position” as those values of the major and minor terms 
which are either 0 or 2. Similarly, “1-position” has values 0 or 1. Table 9 has three 
properties that are irreducible characteristics of the sixteen-place table. A fourth 
property will be taken up later.

Properties 1, 2, and 3

Property 1: The values of 2-position divides Table 9 into four quadrants: 
lower left, {0,0}; upper left {0,2}; upper right {2,2}; lower right{2,0}.

Property 2: The 1-position is the already familiar, four-place system, which 
is repeated in each of the four quadrants. That is, quadrant {0,0} has the four 
categories, which are identical to the four categories of the four-place system: 
{0,0}; {0,1}; {1,1}; and {1,0}. Quadrant {0,2} repeats the same categories, as do the 
other two quadrants.
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Property 3: The categories are true as long as values of the minor term are 
equal to or less than the values of the major term. Those categories where the 
values of the minor term > the major term are false. Thus the category that has 
{eat 1,have 2} is true because the value of the minor term < the value of the major 
term. The category containing {eat 2,have 2} is true because the minor term = the 
major term. The category that has {eat 2,have 1} is false because the minor term > 
the major term.

The four quadrants of the sixteen-place table are analogous to the four 
categories of the four-place table: the quadrants of equality are {0,0} and {2,2}; the 
quadrants of inequality are {0,2} and {2,0}. In the four-place system, the categories 
of equality are {0,0} and {1,1}; the categories of inequality are {0,1} and {1,0}.

In the case of the lower right quadrant – the quadrant of impossibility – 
the minor term is greater than the major term, since 2 > 0. All four categories 
belonging to the quadrant {2,0} are impossible for the reason that eating 2 apples 
and having 0 apples overwhelms all the original, four categories of position-1 
(the four-place system): {eating 0, having 0}; {eating 0, having 1}; {eating 1, having 
1}; {eating 1, having 0}. To be precise, eating 2 apples is always greater than having 
0 or 1 apple. Eating 2 apples and having only 1 apple is of course impossible.

While the quadrant of impossibility logically disallows all four of its 
categories, its opposite, the quadrant of possibility, makes allowances for all four 
categories. This is because position-2 values oppose those of the quadrant of 
impossibility: eating 0 apples, but having 2 apples. Even when the impossible 
category of the original four-place system, {eating 1 apple, having 0 apples} is 
added to {eating 0 apples, having 2 apples}, the conclusive result is “eating 1 
apple and having 2 apples,” which leaves one remaining apple. 

In the case of the quadrants of equality (where eating = having), the same 
exclusionary rule holds in the lower right categories: the minor term is greater 
than the major term. One cannot eat 1 apple and have 0 apples, any more than 
one can eat 3 apples, but have only 2 apples.

Property 4

We now turn to Property 4. Up to this point we have only dealt with 
whole numbers, that is, those having 0 or more apples; we have not considered 
the negative numbers. It turns out, however, that language universals and Mayan 
spelling use the equivalent of both the positive and negative numbers, as shown below. 
Consider the differences between Table 9, which has positive numbers and Table 
10, which has both positive and negative numbers.
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TABLE 10: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE WITH 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBERS

X,Y
-2,+2

X,Y
-1,+2

X,Y
+1,+2

X,Y
+2,+2

X,Y
-2,+1

X,Y
-1,+1

X,Y
+1,+1

X,Y
+2,+1

X,Y
-2,-1

X,Y
-1,-1

X,Y
+1,-1

X,Y
+2,-1

X,Y
-2,-2

X,Y
-1,-2

X,Y
+1,-2

X,Y
+2,-2

Of the three properties mentioned above, Table 10 has the equivalent of 
Table 9’s position-2, which defines the four quadrants (-,-; -,+; +,+; and +,-). It has 
no equivalent of Postion-1, but it does have the true categories have X ≤ Y and 
the false categories X > Y. For example, -2 < -1; +1 < +2. An additional property of 
Table 10 not found in Table 9 is the property of the mirror image. If Table 9 were 
folded in half twice (ignoring the negative and positive signs), it would have 
these four categories: {1,1}; {1,2}; {2,2}; {2,1}.

If we turn the analysis to Table 10, and account for (a) the negative/
positive numbers (b) the missing “position-1,” and (c) the mirror imaging, then 
we must augment Table 9 in two ways. First, the 0 and 1 values of “position-2” 
are assigned a negative and a positive value, respectively. Second, the values of 
position-1 and position-2 must be reformulated by the logical operation, XOR. 
The output of that operation, 0 and 1 are assigned the values 2 and 1, 
respectively, which result in the mirror imaging found in Table 10. 

The XOR Operation

Briefly, the XOR operation is one of sixteen logical operations that find 
expression in Boolean algebra. The XOR operator has two operands, with these 
results: 
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TABLE 11: TABLE SHOWING THE RESULTS OF THE XOR OPERATION

Operand-2: 0
Operand-1: 1
Result:    1

Operand-2: 1
Operand-1: 1
Result:    0

Operand-2: 0
Operand-1: 0
Result:    0

Operand-2: 1
Operand-1: 0
Result:    1

Because XOR is a logical operation that only operates on binary numbers, 
Table 9 must be changed from a base-10 to a base-2 system. Like a base-10 
system, a base-2 system is positional, where the values of each position 
correspond to the powers of the base. Thus, a base-2 system has these powers: … 
24  (16), 23 (8), 22(4), 21(2), 20 (1). Thus, 01 = 1; 10 = 2; 11 = 3; … 1011 = 11, and so 
on. Table 9 shows a sixteen-place system, where X has two positions 21 (2) and 20

(1), and where Y has identical base values: 21 (2) and 20(1). We call the bottom-most 
position in X and Y the “1-position” and the upper-most the “2-position.” Table 12 
incorporates these three differences.

TABLE 12: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE Showing (1) the XOR operation on the 
values of X and of Y; (2) the Assignment of the negative and positive numbers, 
such that 0 = positive and 1 = negative; (3) Assignment of the values 2 and 1 to 

the output of the XOR, such that 0 = 2 and 1 = 1.

X,Y
0,1  -,+
0,1
0,0  2,2

X,Y
0,1  -,+
1,1
1,0 1,2

X,Y
1,1  +,+
0,1
1,0 1,2

X,Y
1,1  +,+
1,1
0,0  2,2

X,Y
0,1  -,+
0,0
0,1  2,1

X,Y
0,1  -,+
1,0
1,1 1,1

X,Y
1,1  +,+
0,0
1,1  1,1

X,Y
1,1  +,+
1,0
0,1  2,1

X,Y
0,0  -,-
0,1
0,1  2,1

X,Y
0,0  -,-
1,1
1,1 1,1

X,Y
1,0  +,-
0,1
1,1  1,1

X,Y
1,0  +,-
1,1
0,1  2,1

X,Y
0,0  -,-
0,0
0,0  2,2

X,Y
0,0  -,-
1,0
1,0  1,2

X,Y
1,0  +,-
0,0
1,0  1,2

X,Y
1,0  +,-
1,0
0,0  2,2
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Table 12 accounts for the properties of both Table 9 and Table 10, since all 
four properties are present. Position -2 is present in the four quadrants, which 
have {0,0 = -,-}; {0,1 = -,+}; {1,1 = +,+}; {1,0 = +,-}. Position-2 has no 
correspondence to the positive/negative values of Table 11, but it does have the 
intrinsic value of eating/having apples described above. The notions X ≤ Y for 
the true categories and X > Y for the false categories are both manifest in Table 12 
for the whole numbers and the positive/negative numbers. Finally, the mirror 
imaging described above is present, where {0,0 = 2,2}; {0,1 = 2,1}; {1,1 = 1,1}; and 
{1,0 = 1,2}.

The instantiation of these four properties can be found in a multifaceted 
system of syntactic ordering, as well as the pattern for the disharmonic system of 
Classic Maya spelling as shown below. 

The Syntax of the Genitive and the Adjective

Hawkins (1983:64-67) points out that, if a language has the word order 
SOV, and if the genitive precedes the noun, then the adjective will precede the 
noun (if SOV, then Tom’s hat; red hat). Conversely, if a language is VSO, and if the 
adjective follows the noun, then the genitive will also follow the noun (if VSO, 
then hat red, hat of Tom). Furthermore, an SOV language never has the syntactic 
orders hat of Tom and red hat, although Tom’s hat and hat red is legitimate in an 
SOV language type. Conversely, a VSO language never has the type Tom’s hat and 
hat red, but there are VSO languages of the type hat of Tom and red hat. Finally, no 
such restrictions apply to SVO languages. All four possible types exist: all four 
possibilities are realized.

These highly structured facts seem to be specifically designed for the 
logical architecture we have already found in Table 10. Before giving the syntactic 
details of Table 13, we note the following: SOV and OSV appear to have the same 
typologies of genitive/adjectival word order, as do VSO/VOS and SOV/OSV. We 
generalize by dismissing the theta roles “subject” and “object” in favor of the less 
marked parts of speech, noun (N) and verb (V). NNV would therefore be a noun-
initial/verbal-final language type (NV); VNN would be its opposite, a verb-
initial/noun-final type (VN); and NVN, occupying the middle ground would be 
a noun-initial/noun-final type (NN). The other possibility, a verb-initial/verb-
final type (VV) is logically impossible. 

That said, X (the minor term) and Y (the major term) are Genitive and 
Adjective respectively (G and A in Table 13). The values of the major and minor 
terms (position-2) are: {0,0 = N,V} e.g., SOV; {0,1 = N,N} e.g., SOV; {1,1 = V,N}; 
and {1,0 = V,V}, which define the quadrants of Table 13. Finally, Tom’s hat and red 
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hat are represented as “modifier noun (M)” in Table 13, whereas hat of Tom and 
hat red are “noun modifier (m)” in Table 13.

TABLE 13: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE Showing the Universal Syntactic 
Relationships of Genitive and Adjective.

X,Y  G,A
0,1  N,N
0,1  
0,0  M,M 
Tom’s hat,red hat

X,Y  G,A
0,1  N,N
1,1
1,0 m,M 
hat of Tom, red hat

X,Y  G,A
1,1  V,N
0,1
1,0 m,M 
hat of Tom,red hat

X,Y  G,A
1,1  V,N
1,1
0,0  M,M 
Tom’s hat,red hat

X,Y  G,A
0,1  N,N
0,0
0,1  M,m 
Tom’s hat,hat red

X,Y  G,A
0,1  N,N
1,0
1,1 m,m 
hat of Tom, hat red

X,Y  G,A
1,1  V,N
0,0
1,1  m,m 
hat of Tom,hat red

X,Y  G,A
1,1  V,N
1,0
0,1  M,m 
Tom’s hat,hat red

X,Y  G,A
0,0  N,V
0,1
0,1  M,m 
Tom’s hat,hat red

X,Y  G,A
0,0  N,V
1,1
1,1 m,m 
hat of Tom,hat red

X,Y  G,A
1,0  V,V
0,1
1,1  m,m 
hat of Tom,hat red

X,Y  G,A
1,0  V,V
1,1
0,1  M,m 
Tom’s hat,hat red

X,Y  G,A
0,0  N,V
0,0
0,0  M,M 
Tom’s hat,red hat

X,Y  G,A
0,0  N,V
1,0
1,0  m,M 
hat of Tom, red hat

X,Y  G,A
1,0  V,V
0,0
1,0  m,M 
hat of Tom, red hat

X,Y  G,A
1,0  V,V
1,0
0,0  M,M 
Tom’s hat,red hat

We stated earlier, “Language universals and Mayan spelling use the equivalent 
of both the positive and negative numbers.” Assuming that in Table 13, X implies Y 
we can draw the following generalizations: Just as -2 < -1 where both 2 and 1 
belong to the quadrant {negative,negative}; so we can also say that M (modifier 
noun) < m (noun modifier) where both M and m belong to the language type 
(quadrant) {N,V e.g. SOV}. In the same way, 1 < 2 where both 1 and 2 belong to 
the quadrant positive,positive; just as m(noun modifier) < M(modifier noun) 
where they both belong to the language type V,N (e.g., VSO). This is a true 
instance of a markedness reversal.

Furthermore, just as it is possible to state unambiguously that if the 
quadrant is {negative,negative} and if X=1, then Y=1; so it is equally true that if 
the quadrant (language type) is {N,V e.g., SOV} and if the Genitive = m(noun 
modifier), then the adjectival word order will also be m(noun modifier). By the 
same token, the contraposition is also true: If the quadrant is {negative,negative} 
and if Y=2, then X=2. Similarly, if the quadrant is {N,V e.g., SOV}, and if 
adjective=M, then genitive = M.
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The upper right quadrant is the contraposition of the lower left quadrant. 
Thus, if the quadrant is {positive,positive} and if X=2, then Y=2. 
Contrapositionally, if Y=1, then X=1. Of course, the category {2,1} cannot exist in 
the {positive,positive} quadrant. Correspondingly, if the quadrant is {V,N e.g., 
VSO}, and if G=M, then A=M (i.e., if Tom’s hat, then red hat.) Also, in the same 
quadrant, if A=m, then G=m (i.e., if hat of Tom, then hat red). Finally, the {V,N} 
quadrant disallows the category {M,m} for the same reason that eating three 
apples, but having only 2 apples is impossible.

We must draw attention to the fact that the upper left quadrant has 
capacity for all four possibilities M,m; M,M; m,M; and m,m because in the modal 
category it is impossible for any value of X to exceed any value of Y. 

The Disharmonic Table of Mayan Spelling

It is hard to imagine three ideas more distinct than (a) a portion of the 
Cartesian Plane that focuses on the four positive and negative quadrants, (b) 
universal syntactic structure with a focus on genitival and adjectival word 
ordering as moderated by sentential word order, and (c) previously unknown 
spelling rules devised by the ancient Mayan speakers of a Ch’olti’an language. 
Yet, these and other semiotic systems are governed by an identical logical system, 
which has been known in part for centuries. We maintain that the second-order, 
sixteen-place table based on the now-familiar material implication has the same 
governing effects on disharmonic spelling in the Mayan hieroglyphs as we have 
seen previously.

To outline the parameters of disharmonic spelling, we first define the 
equivalencies of the minor and major terms, X and Y; the values of the four 
quadrants (i.e., the values of position-2); and the values of the output of the XOR 
operation. These three elements define the categories in which all disharmonic 
spellings can be classified.

The X-axis references the silent-vowel-axis, and the Y-axis the spoken-
vowel-axis. The four quadrants, defined by position-2, find expression in 
different states of the glottis, which identify the long, aspirated, and glottalized 
vowels: {open,lax i.e., long vowels}; {open,stiff i.e., aspirated vowels}; {closed,stiff 
i.e., glottalized vowels}; and {closed,lax i.e., impossible, since a closed glottis by 
definition is stiff}. The XOR output has both the silent-vowel and spoken-spoken 
vowel values. The so-called silent vowels use the primary vowels, i,a,u, whereas 
all five vowels, i,e,a,o,u represent the spoken vowels. The silent vowels are 
oppositionally divided into 0 = [iau] and 1 = [iau]. The spoken vowels are 
divided into 0 = [iaeou] and 1 = [iaeou].
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TABLE 14: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE SHOWING THE DISHARMONIC 
SPELLINGS ATTESTED IN MAYAN EPIGRAPHIC STUDIES

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,1  Open,Stiff
0,1  
0,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
      i,ah
(rare  a,ih)

jahyi, nahbi, chahki;tihla

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,1  Open,Stiff
1,1
1,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
       u,ih.ah

chapahtu; ahku

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Stiff
0,1
1,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
       u,i’.a’

chi’ku,ba’tzu, tza’ku

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Stiff
1,1
0,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
      i,a’
(rare  a,i’)

saba’ki, ma’xi, ha’bi

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,1  Open,Stiff
0,0
0,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
       i,eh.oh.uh

kehji; juhchi, k’uhtzi, puhtz’i

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,1  Open,Stiff
1,0
1,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      a,eh.oh.uh

ohla, nehna

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Lax
0,0
1,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      a,e’.o’.u’

ch’e’na,se’ka, we’la;
ha’o’ba,pixo’la

bu’la, hu’na, lu’ma, mu’ka, 
saku’na, suku’na, 
tz’unu’na, bu’la

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Lax
1,0
0,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      i,e’.o’.u’

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,0  Open,Lax
0,1
0,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
       i,ee.oo.uu

otooti, y-ooki; jukuubi, 
ajmuuchi, mukuuyi, 

muuti, puuyi, suutz'i, tuuni

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,0  Open,Lax
1,1
1,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      a,ee.oo.uu

-eena, keleema, teema;
kokooma, -ooma, oona, 

tojoola, took’a, 
juuna, tuupa, yuuha

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Lax
0,1
1,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      a,e*.o*.u*

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn

1,1  Closed,Lax
1,1
0,1  [aiu],[iaeou]
      i,e*.o*.u*

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,0  Open,Lax
0,0
0,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
       i,aa
(rare  a,ii)
ihtz’iina, ichaani +27 others

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
0,0  Open,Lax
1,0
1,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
      u,ii.aa

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Lax
0,0
1,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
      u,i*.a*

X,Y  Slnt,Spkn
1,1  Closed,Lax
1,0
0,0  [aiu],[iaeou]
      i,a*
(rare  a,i*)

Table 14 has a few seeming irregularities that warrant explanation. For 
example, categories that presumably have {[aiu],[ia eau]} are realized as {[u],[ia]}. 
Similarly, categories with {[aiu],[ia eou]} end up as {[a],[eou]}. The reason is not 
far to seek: This is a table of disharmonic spellings, not harmonic spellings. Thus, 
if a word is pronounced /a/, it follows that the silent vowel cannot be a – it must 
be u –since it would be a synharmonic spelling. Similarly, if the pronunciation 
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is /u/, then u must be excluded from the set [aiu] for the same reason. It is also 
for this reason that the set {[aiu],[iaeou]} will either be {[a],[i]} or {[i],[a]}—since 
we are dealing with disharmony. 

We must point out that there are interesting shifts in spelling. For 
example, late seventh-century te-ma spellings yield the expected teem 
"bench" (e.g., PAL Pier C, House C [Robertson 1985: figs. 225-227] and San Jose, 
Room B, Str. C4, glyph 6 [Thompson 1939: plate 6e]). By the early 8th-century, 
these spellings are always of the form te-mu (e.g., PNG St. 3: E3b [Stuart and 
Graham 2003:26] and K1524 [Kerr 1989: 94]), which presupposes a 
“nonreduction”: of the silent vowel set – {[aiu],[iaeou]} – where the u and not the 
normal a is used as the silent vowel. Both spellings still produce a teem spelling 
by the classificatory system given in Table 14, however. 

Finally, we draw attention to a reduction whose direct explanation is not 
attributable to synharmony. In those categories with the sequence [aiu],[iaeou], 
there is no chance of synharmony even though the reduction is to [i,eaou]. The 
reduction is almost certainly an analogical consequence of the synharmonic 
explanation given above. In any case, with the reduction, we can see perfect 
mirror imagery in Table 14, which is similar to the effect of the XOR operation 
explained above: 0,0 = ai,ia; 0,1 = i,eou; 1,0 = u,i,a; 1,1 = a,eou.

We repeat, “Language universals and Mayan spelling use the equivalent of both 
the positive and negative numbers.” Thus, in the {negative,negative} quadrant, -2 < 
-1, whereas in the {positive,positive} quadrant we find the opposite: 1< 2. 
Identical structural relationships hold with Table 14, where in the {Open,Lax i.e., 
long vowel} quadrant, [i] < [iaeou], whereas in the {Closed,Stiff i.e., glottalized 
vowel} quadrant, the opposite is true; [u] < [iaeou]. This is again a proper 
instance of a markedness reversal.

Furthermore, just as it is possible to state unambiguously that if the 
quadrant is {negative,negative} and if X=2, then Y=2; so it is equally true that if 
the quadrant is {Open,Lax} and if the silent vowel is [a], then the spoken vowel 
will be [iaeou]. The opposite is also true: If the quadrant is {negative,negative} 
and if Y=1, then X=1. Similarly, if the quadrant is {Open,Lax}, and if the spoken 
vowel is [iaeou] then the written vowel will always be [ai].

The upper right quadrant is the contraposition of the lower left quadrant. 
Thus, if in Table 14, if the quadrant is {positive,positive} and if X=1, then Y=1. 
Moreover, where Y=2, also X=2. Naturally, the category {2,1} cannot exist in the 
{positive,positive} quadrant. In the same way, if in Table 14 the quadrant is 
{Closed,Stiff}, and if Silent vowel is ai, then the spoken vowels will always be 
[iaeou]. Also, in the same quadrant, if the spoken vowel is [iaeou], the silent 
vowel will necessarily be [a]. Finally, the {Closed,Stiff} quadrant disallows the 
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category {[aiu], [iaeou]} for the same reason that eating three apples, but having 
only 2 apples is impossible.

Part 3: The Lacadena/Wichmann Approach

The Aspirated Vowel Quadrant

The original HSR proposal was that (a) if the spelling were disharmonic, 
then the reconstructed form would have a pronounced complex vowel; and (b) if 
the reconstructed vowel were simple, then the spelling would be synharmonic. 
The data have consistently supported this proposal. Nonetheless, the proposal 
ignored the complexities of the disharmonic spellings; it made no claims 
regarding the several silent vowels found in disharmonic spellings. 

In response to this deficiency, Lacadena and Wichmann (2004) proposed 
three insightful spelling rules to account for the disharmonic aspect of Classic 
Maya spelling. Rule 1 is the rule of synharmony, which states, “If the spoken 
vowel is the same as the silent vowel, then it is a short vowel.” The reverse is also 
true: “if the vowel is a short vowel, then the spoken/silent vowels will be 
identical.” There are two rules of disharmony, one treating the long vowels, and 
the other the glottalized vowels. As shown below, we divide the disharmonic 
rules into 2a and 2b; 3a and 3b.

TABLE 15: A SUMMARY OF LACADENA/WICHMANN’S (2004) THREE 
SPELLING RULES

Silent Vowel
a i u e o

Spoken 
Vowel

a 1: VV 2a: VV 3a: V’
i 2a: VV 1: VV 3a: V’
u 3b: V’ 2b: VV 1: V
e 3b: V’ 2b: VV 1: V

o 3b: V’ 2b: VV 1: V

Rule 2:

a. if the spoken vowel is /a/ or /i/ and the silent vowel is i or a, then the 
vowel is long. The reverse is also true.
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b. if the spoken vowel is /u/, /e/ or /o/ and if the silent vowel is i, then 
the vowel is long. Their formulation makes the reverse is true.

Rule 3:

a. if the spoken vowel is /a/ or /i/ and the written vowel is u then the 
vowel is glottalized. The reverse is also true.

b. if the spoken vowel is /u/,/e/ or /o/ and if the silent vowel is a, then 
the vowel is glottalized. The reverse is also true.

If we map Lacadena and Wichmann’s rules onto Table 15 some problems 
arise, as shown in Table 16.

TABLE 16: SIXTEEN-PLACE TABLE SHOWING THE DISHARMONIC 
SPELLINGS ATTESTED IN MAYAN EPIGRAPHIC STUDIES

LW: Rule2a
e.g. chaa[h]k

      i,ah
(rare: a,ih)

jahyi, nahbi, chahki; tihla

LW: Rule3a
e.g. chapaa’[h]t

u,ih.ah
chapahtu; ahku

LW: Rule3a
same spelling

u,i’.a’
chi’ku,ba’tzu,tza’ku

LW: Rule2a 
long vowel:

e.g. haab

      i,a’
(rare: a,i’)

saba’ki, ma’xi, ha’bi

LW: Rule2b 
e.g. puu[h]tz’
i,eh.oh.uh

kehji; juhchi, k’uhtzi, puhtz’i

LW: Rule3b 
e.g. ne’[h]n

a,eh.oh.uh
ohla, nehna

LW: Rule3b 
same spelling
a,e’.o’.u’

ch'e’na,se’ka, we’la;
ha’o’ba,pixo’la

bu’la, hu’na, lu’ma, mu’ka, 
saku’na, suku’na, 
tz’unu’na, bu’la

i,e’.o’.u’

LW: Rule2b
same spelling

i,ee.oo.uu
otooti, y-ooki; jukuubi, 

ajmuuchi, mukuuyi, 
muuti, puuyi, suutz'i, tuuni

LW: Rule3b 
glottalized:

e.g. ju’n
a,ee.oo.uu

-eena, keleema, teema;
kokooma, -ooma, oona, 

tojoola, took’a, 
juuna, tuupa, yuuha

a,e*.o*.u* i,e*.o*.u*

   LW: Rule2a 
        same spelling
      i,aa
(rare: a,ii)
ihtz’iina, ichaani +27 others

u,ii.aa u,i*.a*       i,a*
(rare: a,i*)
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It is clear that different hypotheses result in different spellings. A less 
obvious difference, however, is that each of the Lacadena/Wichmann rules are 
bilateral; if A then B, and if B then A. For example, rule 2b has the following 
formulation: if {i,eou}, then {ee,oo,uu}; if {ee,oo,uu}, then {i,eou}. The “rules” of 
Table 15 are unilateral; if A then B, but not necessarily the reverse; if B then A. For 
example: if long vowel & if a, then i; but not if long vowel & if i, then a. 

Perhaps the most significant differences in spelling are found in the upper 
left quadrant, where Lacadena and Wichmann’s rules add complexity to the 
already-complex aspirated vowels by incorporating length/glottalization. We see 
this as unnecessary. It is also methodologically and logically unworkable.

A Methodological Problem

Recall that the upper left quadrant of Table 14 (aspirated vowels) has 
capacity for all four possibilities {[aiu],[iaeou]}, {[aiu],[iaeou]}, {[aiu],[iaeou]}, 
{[aiu],[iaeou]}. This is because in the quadrant {Open,Stiff}, it impossible for any 
value of X to be greater than any value of Y. Therefore, logically, all four 
categories are possible. The hieroglyphic scribe relied on his knowledge of the 
language to determine the presence/absence of aspiration.

The above observation accords with Lacadena and Wichmann's (2004:106) 
statement, 

“The full set of examples of forms for which a preconsonantal /h/ must be 
reconstructed in the final syllable (the syllable to which complementation 
applies) shows that a preconsonantal /h/ is found in items that are 
represented by nearly the whole range of complementation patterns…. [There 
is no correlation between a specific complementation pattern and forms 
containing a preconsonantal /h/.”

To solve the “problem” of the unpredictability of the silent vowels in the 
upper left quadrant, they unnecessarily assumed that the length and glottal 
complexity of their spelling rules applied to the aspirated vowels. In fact, the 
process of adding vowel length and vowel glottalization to aspiration is 
structurally implausible. This is evident in Table 14. Most telling, the forms *VVh 
and *V’h (or *Vh’) do not square with the etymological data used to reconstruct 
Common Ch’olan-Tzeltalan, or Common Mayan for that matter. 

The net result is that the added complexity occasions an irresolvable 
problem of methodology. The original HSR hypothesis, “disharmony signals 
complex vowels;” and “simple vowels were always written synharmonically” 
found traction solely on the grounds of the comparative historical method. In the 
end, the comparative method alone sets the limits of the success or failure of all 
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the hypotheses discussed in this paper. Explicitly, for HSR there was first the 
hypothesis outlined above. Next came the deductive logic, “If the hypothesis is 
true, then the predicted results of synharmonic/disharmonic spellings should 
show up in the comparative reconstructions.” The final step was inductive logic, 
“Examine the comparative reconstructions to see if they match the deductive 
expectations motivated by the hypothesis.” To be sure, the hypothesis, as far as it 
went, was verified by what amounts to the scientific method: (a) hypothesis, (b) 
deduction (expectations that emerge from the hypothesis), and (c) induction 
(checking those expectations against experimental data). The reconstructed data 
matched the hypothetical expectations.

The methodological problem mentioned above adds up to a circular 
argument: The spelling rules themselves – not the reconstructed data – determine 
the authenticity of the spelling rules, and by extension the spellings. The real 
difficulty is in unreconstructibility.  Relevant etymological data are such that the 
forms given by the spelling rules *VVhC, *VV’C, *VV’hC cannot be defended. 
For example, Lacadena and Wichmann say: “For some of the protoforms Brown 
and Wichmann (2003) provide alternative reconstructions. Thus, several forms 
that Kaufman and Norman (1984) reconstruct with a long vowel, for instance 
*b’aaq ‘bone’, are reconstructed by Brown and Wichmann with a long vowel 
followed by /h/ (e.g., *b’aahq).” Nonetheless, Lacadena and Wichmann did two 
things.  They postulated such forms based on spelling rules without supporting 
evidence from comparative data (see discussion below). They also reconstructed 
three levels of complexity of vowel length: short, “special” and long vowels VC, 
VsC, and VVC: Proto-Mayan had “no less than six different types of protonuclei 
containing glottal stops (*V’, *VS’, *VVS’ [sic. *VV’], *V’h, *VS’h, 
*VV’h)” (Lacadena and Wichmann 2004:113; note that, “[t]he symbol “Vs” 
indicates a vowel of some special quality, probably of intermediate length.”). This 
system yields twelve total possibilities, including VC, VsC, VVC, VhC, V’C, Vh’C, 
VshC, Vs’C, Vs’hC, VVhC, VV’C, VV’hC. This twelve-place schema, which would 
have five instantiations with each of the five vowels, produces a system of sixty 
vocalic nuclei. We believe that, for typological reasons, such complexity is 
unlikely. To our knowledge, no system on earth has three levels of vowel length 
coupled with the various combinations of glottalization and aspiration in 
phonologically distinct forms.9 

To be fair, Wichmann concedes that “on the whole, Brown and Wichmann 
do not provide better evidence for the three harmony rules discussed in the 
present paper than does previous work” (Lacadena and Wichmaan 2004: 123, n.
83). Yet, while the Brown/Wichmann reconstructions may not have been affected 
by the Lacadena/Wichmann spelling rules, it is clear from their transcriptions 
that Brown/Wichmann did influence the spelling rules: “There is one item which 
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becomes problematical because of the new reconstructions, however. *ngaah 
‘house’…is now reconstructed by Brown and Wichmann (2003) as *ngAh, 
where /A/ is a vowel of some special quality, possibly of intermediate 
length” (Lacadena and Wichman 2004: 124). Also, there are statements such as, 
“[t]he third item, yu-ha‘necklace,’ similarly looks like a case of an item where a 
traditionally reconstructed long vowel should be interpreted as containing VV’ 
because of the glyphic indication of a glottal stop” (Brown and Wichmann 
2003:122). By “glyphic indication of a glottal stop,” they can only mean “because 
our spelling rules dictate inclusion of a glottal stop.” Etymology (inductive logic) 
is short-circuited by using the hypothesis to prove the hypothesis. 

Typological implausibility aside, for the words in question no direct 
etymological evidence supports the reconstructions produced by Lacadena/
Wichmann’s spelling rules. It is methodologically fallacious to use a hypothesis 
(in this case the spelling rules) to supplant the conclusion (in this case, the data 
necessary for reconstruction). 

The etymological data that should support the spellings are as follows:

Disharmonic spelling: Rule 2a. Lacadena/Wichmann spell the following with 
VVh because they have the silent vowels a/i and the spoken vowels [i/a].

cha-ki, CHAHK-ki chaa[h]k ‘rain god’.

Lacadena/Wichmann’s (2004:24) reconstructed proto-Mayan form is *kahwoq, 
with Chuj chawuk ‘day name,’ Ch’ol chahk ‘thunder,’ Mopan (chaak ‘rayo’), and 
Yukatek <cauac> cháak ‘rain.’ There is nothing here that would occasion their 
spelling, chaa[h]k. We believe chahk is the more appropriate spelling.

na-bi, NAHB-bi naa[h]b’ ‘pool, sea’.

Kaufman (2003:429) reconstructs *najb’ ‘pond’ for proto-Mayan, and *nahb’ for 
proto-Ch’olan. Ch’ol has najb’ ‘laguna.’ The Q’anjobalan languages have najab 
‘pond.’ We prefer the disyllabic Common Mayan reconstruction *naj-ab, and 
would argue that the form only developed into a homonym with nahb 
"handspan" (itself probably a derived form; see Zender [2004b:2-4]) much 
later, after its collapse to a monosyllable. However it is to be reconstructed, 
the data provide no evidence in support of a naahb’ rendering.

ti-la tihl ‘tapir.’

Lacadena/Wichman have ti-li with a tihl spelling. Earlier spellings are ti-la, 
which by their spelling would be tiihl. Their listed data are: cf. Ch’olti’ <tiil> 
‘tapir’ (Morán 1695: 105), KEK tixl (Campbell 1971), MAM chi’s ‘danta, 
elefante’ (Maldonado et al. 1986) < pM *tixl (K&N 1984: 132, #520). We find 
nothing here that would give good reason for a tiihl over a tihl spelling.
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Disharmonic spelling: Rule 2b. All these are also spelled with VVh because they 
are spelled with the silent vowels i and the spoken vowels [e/o/u]. 

ju-chi juuhch ‘shell.’ 

The only piece of data supporting the juuhch spelling is Ch’ol jujch, which in 
no way implies the spelling juuhch. We prefer a juhch spelling.

k’u-tzi k’uuhtz ‘tobacco.’ 

The relevant forms here are Ch’ol k’uhtz and Yukatek k’úutz. Again, from the 
evidence presented here, k’uhtz is the preferred spelling.

pu-tz’i puu[h]tz’ ‘needle’

What is said of k’u-tzi above can be said of pu-tz’i -- the h is from Yukatek 
púutz’. We again prefer puhtz’.

Disharmonic spelling: Rule 3a. All these are spelled with VV’h because they are 
spelled with a silent vowel u and a spoken vowel [i/a].

cha-pa-tu (early), CHAPAHT-tu, cha-pa-ti ~ CHAPAHT-ti (middle), cha-pa-
ta (late, one example on K1256) chapaa’ht ‘centipede.’

No language has a glottal stop + h.  Thus, if we base our spellings on 
etymological data, not spelling rules, we suggest the spelling chapaht (see 
Ch’olti’ <chapaht>). This word has a special interest, since Lacadena/
Wichmann (2004: 117, 141) note that it was first spelled CHAPAT-tu, but was 
later spelled CHAPAT-ti. By their rules they suggest that the original spelling, 
chapaa’ht, was changed to chapaaht. We prefer a second explanation: the word 
chapaht – which their etymological data support – could be spelled either 
CHAPAT-tu or CHAPAT-ti, as shown in Table 14. They have another such 
pair in T174-chi-tu and T174-chi-ta. Again, assuming the spelling chii’t and 
changing it to chiit is in our opinion hardly evidence for spelling rules which 
are not grounded in data. There is no established reading for -chit-u/a, but 
Table 14 suggests either -chiht or -chiit.

ne-na, NEHN ne’[h]n ‘mirror.’

Again, no documented language has a glottal stop in this etymon, so we see 
no reason for it. The spelling should be nehn (cf. Yukatek néen).

ye-bu, ye-ba(-li) y-ehb, y-ehb-aal ‘stair, ladder.’
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There is no glottal. The evidence is: ehpelehp ‘escalones’; eeb ‘escalera’ (Moran). 
This suggests an ehb spelling.

In conclusion, we judge that the logic of the material implication obviates 
the “problem” of the unpredictability of the quadrant that has aspirated vowels. 
We do not believe there is enough etymological evidence to require vowel length 
and vowel glottalization to be incorporated into the already-complex aspirated 
vowel. Like the four possible orderings of noun modifiers (genitive and 
adjective) in the SVO languages, so there are four possible silent vowels in the 
quadrant of the aspirated vowels.

More Problems with Rule-Governed Spellings

The Long-Vowel Quadrant

In the lower left quadrant – the Long-Vowel Quadrant – we find the upper 
right category:{a,ee.oo.uu}. By Lacadena and Wichmann’s (LW) Rule 3 all these 
forms should be glottalized, not long vowels. Again, the etymological data do 
not allow glottalization, where they are reconstructible as long. This concurs 
completely with Table 14. The words in question are discussed in the following.

e-na ‘abs1sg.’ The LW spelling would be e’n or ee’n, although it is not 
included in their 2004 article because they defer suffixed forms for later 
treatment. In any event, the relevant form is Yukatek –een, which we take to be 
the appropriate spelling for this morpheme.

te-ma ‘throne.’ The LW spelling is te’m. Again, no documented language 
has a glottal stop. Since the Yukatek spelling is cheem, we prefer the spelling teem. 

ke-le-ma ‘youth.’ The LW spelling would be kele’m or kelee’m. There is no 
glottal in any data, while the etymon has a long-vowel in Mochó (Kaufman 
2003). The proper spelling would therefore seem to be keleem.

ko-ko-ma ‘family name’ (Yukatek family name; Robert Blair, personal 
communication]. The LW spelling would be koko’m or kokoo’m. The Yukatek data 
support a spelling kokoom.

o-ma ‘agentive/future.’ The LW spelling would be -o’m or -oo’m. There is 
no evidence in any language for glottal stop. In K’iche’an, it is –oom. In Tojolab’al, 
which typically preserves glottal stops (but not vowel length), the form is -om, 
not -o’m. We therefore spell it -oom.

o-na ‘many’. The LW spelling is -o’n. We question their reconstruction of 
*o’ng. They cite KEK yo’on ‘suficiente cantidad’ (Sedat 1955: 173). A careful look at 
Kaufman (2003) shows no instances of Q’eqchii’ systematically retaining any 
Common Mayan postvocalic glottal (except at morpheme boundaries). Why, 
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then, should this single example retain the glottal? Furthermore, the initial y- has 
no etymological reason to be there if it really is a reflex of a historical *o’ng. 
Semantically, ‘suficiente cantidad’ is only part of the meaning, since it also means 
“sustento” (Sedat), which takes the meaning far afield from the original meaning 
“a lot, long ago.” Etymologically, formally, and semantically there is insufficient 
reason to accept this as a cognate. Lacadena and Wichmann also propose Tzotzil 
wo’ne ‘a long time ago’ as a reflex of their *o’ng. This also has irresolvable 
problems. First, there is no explanation for the origin of the w-. Second, every CM 
*V’C that we are aware of has been lost in Tzotzil. Why should one word among 
all others have retained a glottal? Our initial reconstruction *oong fits the 
parameters that would give the correct forms for all descendant languages. This 
is especially true since yo’on and wo’ne are not plausible cognates. We spell the 
word oon.

to-k’a ~ to-TOOK’ (early & late), to-k’o (late) took’. Again, the earliest 
spellings have o...a, which by Lacadena/Wichmann requires a glottal, but no 
comparative data reveal a glottal, even in the forms listed by Lacadena and 
Wichmann (2004: 156). We believe that their reconstruction *too’k’ ‘flint’ is, again, 
a mistaken product of the spelling rules and not driven by the data at hand. Our 
spelling is took’, as validated by Yukatek took’ and Mam saq tzooq’ (Kaufman 
2003).

JUUN-na ‘one’ by the spelling rules should be a juun and not ju’n: 
“although ‘one’ is usually reconstructed as pM *juun, we find it significant that 
Chuj hu’ng [sic. ju’n] preserves a glottal stop, at least according to one 
source” (Hopkins 1967:179). We do not doubt Hopkins’ excellence as a scholar, 
but we would point out that no other Mayan language has ever shown a glottal 
in any cognate form of ‘one’ as would be expected according to regular sound 
change.  Nor has any other Mayan scholar ever recorded a ju’n, even for Chuj. 
Consider Kaufman (2003:1454), who records the expected Chuj jun and the native 
Chuj speaker Mateo Felipe Diego (1998:94), whose dictionary has jun and not 
ju’n. We must hold that JUUN-na spells juun and not ju’n. The spelling ju’n is 
driven by hypothesis; the spelling juun is confirmed by etymological data.

tu-pa-ja, u-tu-pa tup-aj ‘earspool’, u-tuup ‘his earspool’. LW's rules should 
yield tup-aj and u-tu’p. Both, by any account, are etymologically impossible. We 
spell the word tuup, as supported by Yukatek tuup (Kaufman 2003:272; see also 
Justeson 1983:42).

u-ha-ja, yu-ha uuh-aj ‘necklace’, y-uuh ‘his necklace’. By LW's rules, the 
spelling should be y-u’h. There is no etymological reason to believe that uuh ever 
had a glottal stop. Kaufman (2003:1030) has u:H for Yukatek and -uuw- for Mam.

The Glottalized-Vowel Quadrant
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In the upper-right quadrant is the upper-right category, {i,a’}, which has 
three forms, saba’k ‘soot’, ma’x ‘monkey,’ and ha’b.

sa-ba-ki, ya-ba-ki sabak, y-abak “soot, black powder” (Kaufman 2003:506). 
This term is chaotic, almost certainly diffused, and of relatively uncertain 
reconstruction and etymological analysis. Yukatek has sabak, Ch’orti’ sibik. This is 
probably an innovation, as Colonial Yukatek has abac v. zabac, yabacna. Morán has 
<yabaac> “tizne,” and the K’ichee’an cognate is r-aba’q “soot.” This is compelling 
evidence that the form had a complex vowel. The southern forms, including ya- 
and -ki complements to what is most likely a logograph for “soot”—ABA’K—
indicate what may be an early absence of the s. 

ma-xi, ma-MA’X-xi ma’x ‘spider monkey.’ There is no doubt that this form 
had a glottal stop: Ch’orti’ ma’x 'monkey (generic)' (Hull 2005; Wisdom 1950), 
Colonial Yukatekan maax ‘mono mico,’ Itzaj ajma'ax ‘Capuchin monkey’. It 
should be spelled ma’x.

HA’B-b’i ‘year.’ The form is glottalized in Yukatek and Tojolab’al; for those 
believing in glottal stops, there is thus no justification for a simple long vowel 
spelling. This is strong evidence that it was pronounced ha’b in Classic times.

Summary of the Two Approaches

Perhaps the most persuasive aspect of Table 14 is that the proposed 
system of categories seems to work. It accommodates the known data. Because it 
provides a logical space for all the data up to this point, there is reason to believe 
that it will accommodate future data yet to be discovered. It explains and 
predicts.

Moreover, the theory presented here does not require heroic explanations 
for the etymological data that go beyond the ordinary but plausible comparative 
work that has been done up to this point. Whereas Lacadena and Wichmann 
propose an excessively complex system of aspirated consonants that have no 
factual foundation in the data relevant to hieroglyphic inscriptions, the theory 
presented in this paper makes no such requirement. It is, rather, a matter of logic 
that requires that the aspirated vowels have no co-occurrence restrictions – 
unlike the long and glottalized vowels. Furthermore, the long-vowel and the 
glottalized-vowel quadrants described above fit the data perfectly, whereas 
Lacadena and Wichmann's spelling rules required “reconstructions” that did not 
accord with the data. 

The co-occurrence restriction associated with the long vowels – i.e., the 
impossible categories of the long-vowel quadrant –is that the spoken vowels ii 
and aa cannot co-occur with the silent vowel u, and conversely, that the spoken 
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vowels e’, o’, and u’ cannot co-occur with the silent vowel i. These restrictions 
warrant the following predictions: 

1) if the spoken vowel is glottalized, 
a. & if the silent vowel is i, then that spoken vowel will be a. 
b. & if the spoken vowel is e, o, or u, then the silent vowel will be a.

2) if the spoken vowel is long, 
a. & if the silent vowel is a, then the spoken vowel will be e, o, or u.
b. & if the spoken vowel is a, the the silent vowel will be i.

3) if the vocal cords are closed, they will be stiff.
4) if the vocal cords are lax, they will be open. 

Discussion of The V’ Nucleus

TheV’ nucleus has a checkered history in Ch’olti’an, particularly since it 
would appear that an earlier *e’ and *o’ became *ee and *oo (and subsequently 
became ii and uu) as early as Common Ch’olan times (see Kaufman and Norman 
1984), before Classical Ch’olti’ even came into existence. Consider the following 
examples: 

CM *tze’h adj. ‘raw, fresh, new’ > Ch’olan tziih adj. ‘fresh,’ script tzi-hi tziih 
‘raw, fresh’ (Kaufman and Norman 1984:item 558).

CM *tzo’tz n. ‘hair’ > Ch’olan tzutz ‘hair’ (item 568); 
CM *tzo’n ‘pubic hair’ > Ch’olan tzun ‘pubic hair’ (item 567); 
CM *pe’t ‘litter, palanquin’ > Ch’olti, Ch’orti pit-i ‘carry on 

shoulders’ (possible but uncertain cognate). 
These data suggest that by Classical Ch’olti’ times all original glottalized 

vowels had become long vowels. Lacadena and Wichmann (2004:119-123) 
propose that these were historically *ee’ and oo’, which became *ee and oo, and 
subsequently became ii and uu. While this might be a possible solution, there is 
some question whether early Mayan distinguished *V’ from *VV’. Along these 
lines, it is also possible that the forms were *Ce’eC/*Co’oC, lost the glottal, *CeeC/
CooC and then raised to CiiC/CuuC.

We hasten to add here that apart from the form tzi-hi < *tz’eh ‘raw, fresh, 
new,’ every Classic Maya form that has an etymological reconstruction of a 
glottalic vowel fits the appropriate categories of the glottalizing quadrant.

Another factor is the abundant evidence that glottalized vowels changed 
unevenly in the Ch’olti’an (and more generally Ch’olan) area. Consider, for 
example, the following lexical items from Ch’olti’. These seem to have 
maintained their glottal: bu’l ‘beans’ (Ch’olti’ <bul>, Ch’orti’ bu’r, Yukatek bu’ul); 
bo’s ‘trash’ (Ch’olti’ <boos>, Ch’orti’ bo’s); ke’b ‘belch’ (Ch’olti’ <queeb>, Ch’orti’ 
ke’b ‘a belch’, Colonial Yukatek <ceeb> ‘resgüeldo’); we’ ‘to eat’ (Ch’olti’ <weer> 
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‘comer’, Ch’orti’ we’yr ‘comer’); ka’y ‘be used to’ (Ch’olti’ <cahiien> ‘estoy 
acostumbrado’, Ch’orti’ ka’ye’n ‘I am used to it’); te’l ~ t’e’l ‘crest, 
coxcomb’ (Ch’olti’ <teel> ‘cresta’; Ch’orti’ t’e’r, Colonial Yukatek, San Fransisco 
<theel> ‘cresta de ave o pelo del copete, crincopete alto’). Ch’orti’ k’ur; <tuur> 
‘conejo’ t’ur ~ t’u’r ‘rabbit’ (see Colonial Yukatek <thuul> ‘mula, conejo’)

Nonetheless, a careful look at Ch’olti’ shows an earlier glottal that is lost 
by modern times: <luum> ‘tierra,’Ch’orti’ rum ‘tierra’; <cuul> ‘penis’, although 
according to Dienhart (1987:207) in 1907 there was a form recorded as ruum, 
which without question had a glottal. That the loss of glottalized vowels is 
problematic in the Ch’olti’an languages is underlined by the fact that Wisdom 
has cha’n ‘sky, upper region,’ which we would have expected to be chan.

There are even differences between dictionaries. Hull (2005), for example 
has ma’x, and Perez (1996) has max for ‘monkey.’ Table 14 predicts ma’x. Wisdom 
(1950) has ch'en ‘opening, hole, perforation, cave, grave, ditch, vat, well, tank, 
canyon, arroyo, hollow, valley, cavity,’ whereas Hull has che’n. Table 12 predicts 
ch’e’n. Robertson’s fieldwork has both t’u’r and t’ur for rabbit. Hull (2005) and 
Wisdom (1950) have t’ur.

Given this amount of variation, we believe it appropriate to spell out all 
vowels that are reconstructible as glottals and to identify those that accord with 
the categorization represented in Table 14. This is not to say that it is clear when 
and where all such words retained or lost their glottalized status. We only know 
that the etymological data, which squares with Table 14, shows that glottalized 
vowels were a fact of earlier Mayan.10

Conclusion

The spelling of Classical Ch’olti’ has shown how the understanding of a 
given intellectual phenomenon grows through scholarly interaction. The initial 
HSR paper set forth a proposal that was, in our opinion, correct but incomplete. 
It was correct in that spoken Classical Ch’olti’ short vowels predicted harmonic 
spellings, and disharmonic spellings predicted complex vowels, with the proviso 
that synharmony may show complex or short vowels. The HSR proposal was 
incomplete, however, because it did not explore the possible distinctions 
regarding complex vowels: long, aspirated, and glottalized. To remedy this 
deficiency Lacadena and Wichmann (2004) suggested that certain silent-vowel 
spellings could cue precisely the distinctions ignored in HRS. For reasons 
outlined above, we do not believe that the effort was successful: it predicts 
spellings that cannot be accepted when compared with the results of comparative 
linguistic reconstruction. The exploration of Classical Ch’olti’ phonology requires 
a two-part strategy, one epigraphic, as discerned from glyphs, the other based on 
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the comparative historical method. In addition, this paper proposes a 
classificatory system of categories that seem to account for the data — something 
not done previously. We believe that the classification itself is grounded in solid 
logical assumptions that have found profound results in such linguistic 
phenomena as child language acquisition, language universals, and language 
synchrony. What is new is the extension of the logic of the material implication, 
to account not only for language universals, but also for a complex yet ultimately 
explicable system of orthography. 
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Appendix
139 Entries

TABLE 17: A SUMMARY OF CLASSIC MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC SPELLING 
RULES: SYNHARMONIC, SIMPLE

{synharmonic spelling - simple vowel}: 36 instances

{V1,V1}
a/a AKAN-na, a-AKAN ahkan ‘roaring’ (Lacadena, personal communication 
2000)
a/a ba-la-ma, BAHLAM-ma, BAHLAM bahlam ‘jaguar’
a/a cha-ka, CHAK-ka chak ‘red’
a/a cha-ya chay ‘fish’ CHL chäy ‘pescado’ (Aulie and Aulie 1978: 52)
a/a chi-ka-ja chikaj ‘palo mulato (a tree)’ (Dresden) YUC chakaj ‘palo 
mulato’ (Bastarrachea et al. 1992:82)
a/a IK’-la ik’[a]l ‘mañana (one day later)’ CHN ic’ä adv mañana (Keller and 
Luciano 1997:116)
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a/a k’a-ba, K’AB, k’a-ba-la, k’a-ba-IS k’ab ‘hand’, k’abal “handy, handlike”, k’ab’-
is ‘a hand’
a/a ka-ba, KAB-ba kab ‘earth’ 
a/a ka-ka-wa, 2ka-wa kakaw ‘cacao’ 
a/a ka-na, SNAKE-na kan ‘four’ (Yu)
a/a K’AN-na k’an ‘yellow; ripe’
a/a la-ka lak ‘plate’
a/a SAK-ka ‘blanco’ CHL säc ‘limpio’, ‘blanco’ (Aulie and Aulie 1978: 107) 
Intriguingly, there are some as yet unexplained Early Classic forms spelled SAK-
ki (see Zender 2000)
a/a si-k’a-b’a, sik’ab’ ‘cane’ (Ajsik’ab’, name at Palenque) CHL sic’äb ‘caña’ Aulie 
and Aulie 1978: 104, YUC sak’ab ‘caña de maíz’ (Bastarrachea et al. 1992: 116)
a/a ta-ja, ta-ja-la, TAJ taj ‘pine torch’ 
a/a ta-ta tat ‘dense, thick’ 
a/a xa-MAN-na, xaman ‘north’ YUC xaman ‘norte, boreal’ (Bastarrachea et al. 
1992:131)
a/a ya-k’a-ba, a-ak’ab ahk’ab ‘night, darkness’
a/a ya-ta-na atan ‘wife’ (Yu)
e/e PET-ne pet[e]n YUC peten ‘isla, comarca, región’ (Bastarrachea et al. 1992: 
112)
e/e PET-te pet ‘round’ 
i/i bi-hi bih ~ biih ‘road’(Ch)
i/i i-xi, i-IXIK-ki, i-IXIK, IXIK-ki ixik ‘woman’
i/i ki-si-ni kisin ‘kisin, a supernatural’ (Madrid) YUC kisin ‘demonio’ YUC 
(Bastarrachea et al. 1992: 95)
i/i mi-hi mih ‘nothing; no’ 
i/i ni-chi nich ‘flower’ (Ch)
i/i WINIK-ki, wi-ni-ki winik ‘man’ YUC wíinik ‘hombre, 
individuo’ (Bastarrachea et al 1992:130) 
i/i wi-tzi, wi-WITZ, WITZ witz ‘hill, mountain’ 
Alfonso Lacadena (personal communication, 2002) has suggested the following 
words be added to the list of V1-V1 etyma.
o/o ch’o-ko, CH’OK-ko ch’ok ‘child; young’ (Ch)
o/o chi-wo-jo chiwoj ‘tarantula’
u/u *bu-lu-ku b’uluk ‘eleven’(Yu)
u/u cha-hu-ku chahuk ‘lightning (bolt)’ (Ch)
u/u HUT?/WUT?-tu hut ~ wut? ‘face; fruit’ (Ch)
u/u k’u-hu k’uh ‘god’
u/u su-ju-yu, suujuy ‘virgin’ YUC suujuy ‘virgen’ (Bastarrachea et al. 1992: 118) 
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u/u u-lu-mu (late, codices), uulum ‘turkey’ YUC úulum ‘pavo’ (Bastarrachea et al. 
1992: 128)

TABLE 18: A SUMMARY OF CLASSIC MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC SPELLING 
RULES: SYNHARMONIC, COMPLEX

{synharmonic spelling - complex vowel}: 30 Instances

V’/a si-na-na siina7n ‘scorpion’
V’/a CHA’N-na cha’n ‘sky’
V’/a ya-xa, ya-YA’X, YA’X ya’x ‘green, blue’ (Ch)
V’/o JOL-lo jo’l ‘head’
V’/u t’u-lu, T’U’L t’u’l ‘rabbit’
Vh/u bu-ku buhk ‘clothes’ 
Vh/a ch’a-ba ch’ahb ‘fast’
Vh/i chi-ji, CHIJ-ji chihj’deer’ (Ch)
Vh/a k’a-k’a, K’AHK’-k’a k’ahk’ ‘fire’
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Vh/a ma-ka, ma-MAHK-ka, MAHK-ka mahk ‘turtle carapace’ (Zender 2006) 
Vh/a na-ba, NAHB-ba, NAHB nahb ‘handspan’
Vh/o po-po (late, codices) pohp ‘mat’
Vh/a ta-na, TAHN-na tahn ‘chest, front’ 
Vh/i tz’i-bi tz’ihb ‘writing’
Vh/i wa-ya, wa-WAY-ya, WAY-ya, WAY wahy ‘animal companion spirit’ 
VV/a a-ja-wa, AJAW-wa, a-AJAW, AJAW ajaaw ‘king, lord’ aaV
??VV/a a-k’a-ta, AK’-ta ahk’ut ‘dancing’ 
VV/i chi-hi chiih ‘maguey; sweet’ (Ch)
VV/a CHITAAM-ma chitaam ‘peccary’
VV/i k’i-K’IIN-ni, K’IIN-ni k’iin ‘sun, day’
VV/u k’u-hu, K’UH-hu, k’u-hu-lu, K’UH-lu, K’UH k’uuh “god, divine entity”, 
k’uuhul “sacred”
VV/u lu-k’u luuk’ ‘stucco’ (context uncertain)
VV/a ma-ma maam ‘Grandfather, Grandchild; old man’
VV/a ma-ta-na (late, codices) mahtaan ‘gift, offering’ [[Yukatek—máatan—does 
not allow VVCVVC#; it is mataan in TUZ (Kaufman 2003)]]
VV/i mi-mi (late, codices) miim ‘mother’s mother’ 
VV/a pa-ta-ha pataah ‘guava’
VV/a pa-ta-na, pa-ta pataan ‘tribute, work’
VV/i ti-si (questionable example) tiis ‘body liquid, body wind’
VV/u u-lu uul ‘atole’; ch’a-ja u-lu ch’aj uul ‘pinole’
VV/a ya-la aal ‘woman’s offspring’
The following late, Codical spellings may or may not belong to the category 
{synharmonic,complex}, since Lacadena and Wichmann propose that they might 
belong to pre-Itzah:
*Itzah: KAB-ba (late, codices) kaab ‘honey; bee’ aaV
*Itzah: ku-chu (late, codices) kuuch ‘load’ uuV
*Itzah: ku-tzu (late, codices) kuutz ‘wild turkey’ uuV
*Itzah: o-xo (late, Dresden Codex, p.9) oox ‘three’ (Yu)
*Itzah: po-mo (late, codices) poom ‘incense’
*Itzah: xi-bi, XIIB xiib’ ‘male’
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TABLE 19: A SUMMARY OF CLASSIC MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC SPELLING 
RULES: DISHARMONIC, COMPLEX

Examples of {disharmonic spelling - complex vowel}: 73 instances

TABLE 20: GLOTTALIZED /a’/ MARKED WITH Ci {i,a}
Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)
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Glottalized /a’/ Marked with Ci {i,a}: 3 instances

 a’/i; ma-xi, ma-MA’X-xi ma’x ‘spider monkey’
 a’/i; HA’B-bi ha’b ‘year’
 a’/i; ya-ba-ki y-ab’a’k ‘soot, black powder’ Ch’olti’ <yabaac> ‘tizne’; 
  K’ichee’-ba’q ‘soot’

TABLE 21: GLOTTALIZED /a’/ AND /i’/ MARKED WITH Cu {u,ia}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Glottalized /a’/ and /i’/ Marked with Cu {u,ia}: 4 instances

 a’/u; a-A’N, a-nu a’n (uncertain identification)
 a’/u; ba-tz’u ba’tz’ ‘howler monkey’
 a’/u; CHA’N-nu, cha-nu (late CHAN-na), cha’n (uncertain meaning)
 i’/u; chi-ku chi’ik ‘coatimundi’ (Lacadena and Wichmann 2004: 142)
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TABLE 22: GLOTTALIZED /e’/, /o’/ AND /u’/ MARKED WITH Ca {a,eou}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Glottalized /e’/, /o’/ and /u’/ Marked with Ca {a,eou}: 11 instances

 e’/a; CH’E’N-na (early), CH’EN-ne (late) ch’e’n ‘cave, well’
 e’/a; se-ka se’ek ‘Yucatec month’ (based on COLYUC seec)
 o’/a; ha-o-ba (early), ha-o-bo (late) ha’o’b ‘those’
 o’/a; pi-xo-la pixo’l ‘hat’
 u’/a; bu-la bu’l ‘beans’
 u’/a; hu-na, HU’N-na, HU’N hu’n ‘book, paper”
 u’/a; lu-ma, lu’m ‘earth’
 u’/a; mu-ka mu’uk ‘anouncement’ (based on COLYUC muuc ‘noticias, 
  anuncio, fama’)
 u’/a; sa-ku, sa-ku-na saku’n ‘elder brother’ (Ch)
 u’/a; su-ku-na, su-ku suku’n ‘elder Brother’ ua’ (Yu)
 u’/a; tz’u-nu-na, tz’u-nu2, tz’u-nu, tz’uunu’n “hummingbird”
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TABLE 23: ASPIRATED /ih/ AND /ah/ MARKED WITH Cu {u,ia}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Aspirated /ih/ and /ah/ Marked with Cu {u,ia}: 2 instances

 ah/u; cha-pa-tu (early), CHAPAHT-tu, cha-pa-ti ~ CHAPAHT-ti 
  (middle), cha-pa-ta (late, one example on K1256) chapaht  
  “centipede” (Ch)
 eh/u; ye-bu, ye-ba(-li) y-ehb, y-ehb-aal ‘stair, ladder’

TABLE 24: ASPIRATED /ah/ MARKED WITH Ci OR /ih/ MARKED WITH Ca 
{ia,ai}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)
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Aspirated /ah/ marked with Ci or /ih/ marked with Ca {ia,ai}: 5 examples

 ih/a; TIHL-la tihl ‘tapir’ (Ch) 
 ah/i; cha-ki, CHAHK-ki chahk ‘rain god’ (Yu)
 ah/i; na-bi, NAHB-bi  nahb ‘pool; sea’
 ah/i; u-ja-yi (early), u-ja-ya (late) jahy ‘clay bowl’
 aX/i; ch’a-ji, ch’a-ja (late), ch’a-ha (late) ch’aXj ‘incense, drop’

TABLE 25: ASPIRATED /eh/, /oh/ AND /uh/ MARKED WITH Ci {i,eou}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Aspirated /eh/, /oh/ and /uh/ marked with Ci {i,eou}: 4 examples

 keh/i; ke-ji, KEHJ (N. Yucatán only) kehj ‘deer’ (Yu)
 uh/i; ju-chi, juhch ‘shell’
 uh/i; k'u-tzi (late, Madrid Codex), k’uhtz ‘tobacco’ (this is probably not 
  *K'UH-tzi, as suggested by Lacadena and Wichmann [2004:147] but 
  rather a late, syllabic use of the K'UH sign).
 uh/i; pu-tz’i, puhtz’ ‘needle’
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TABLE 26: ASPIRATED /eh/, /oh/ AND /uh/ MARKED WITH Ca {a,eou}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Aspirated /eh/, /oh/ and /uh/ marked with Ca {a,eou}: 2 examples

 eh/a; ne-na, NEHN nehn ‘mirror’
 oh/a; o-la, OHL-la, o-OHL-la ohl ‘heart, center’

TABLE 27: LONG /ee/, /oo/ AND /uu/ MARKED WITH Ca {a,eou}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Long /ee/, /oo/ and /uu/ Marked with Ca {a,eou}: 12 examples

 ee/a; a-wi-na-ke-na a-winak-een ‘I am your slave’ or ‘I am your man.’ 
 ee/a; ke-le-ma, KELEM-ma keleem ‘young boy; strong’
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 ee/a; te-ma (early), te-mu (middle), te-me? (late) teem ‘bench’ (Ch)
 ee/a; ye-be-ta (early), ye-be-te (late) y-ebet ‘messenger’’

 oo/a; …o-ma -oom ‘agentive ending’
 oo/a; ko-ko-ma kokoom ‘a Yukatekan family name’
 oo/a; o-na oon ‘many’ (cf. Mam ooj-)
 oo/a; to-jo-la tojool ‘price, payment’
 oo/a; to-k’a ~ to-TOOK’ (early & late), to-k’o (late) took’ ‘flint’
 uu/a; JUUN-na juun ‘one’
 uu/a; tu-pa-ja, u-tu-pa tuup-aaj, u-tuup ‘earspool’ (Yu)
 uu/a; yu-ha, u-ha-ja y-uuh, uuh-aaj ‘necklace’

TABLE 28: LONG /ee/, /oo/ AND /uu/ MARKED WITH Ci {i,eou}

Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Long /ee/, /oo/ and /uu/ Marked with Ci {i,eou}: 10 examples

 oo/i; JOL-mi (uncertain examples) jooloom ‘head’
 oo/i; ya-ATOOT-ti (early), yo-to-ti ~ yo-OTOOT-ti (middle & late), 
  yo-to-che (N. Yucatán only) atoot > otoot ‘house’ and Yuk. otoch 
  ‘house’  
 oo/i; yo-ki ~ yo-OOK-ki (early), yo-ko (late), o-ke (prob. abbrev. of ook-el) 
  ook ‘foot, leg’
 uu/i; ju-ku-bi jukuub ‘canoe’
 uu/i; mu-chi ajmuuch ‘toad’
 uu/i; mu-ku-yi mukuuy ‘dove’
 uu/i; mu-ti, mu-MUUT-ti, MUUT-ti muut ‘bird; omen’
 uu/i; pu-yi (poor semantic control) puuy ‘snail’
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 uu/i; su-tz’i, su-SUUTZ’, SUUTZ’-tz’i suutz’ ‘bat (month name)’ (Ch)
 uu/i; TUUN-ni (early & late), tu-TUN, TUN-nu, tu-nu (late) tuun ‘stone’

TABLE 29: LONG /aa/ MARKED WITH Ci OR /ii/ MARKED WITH Ca {ia,ai}
Written,Spoken

Aspirated vowels Glottalized vowels
i,a

a,i (rare)
u,ia u,ia i,a

a,i (rare)
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

Long vowels Impossible
i,eou a,eou a,eou i,eou

i,a
a,i (rare)

u,ia u,ia i,a
a,i (rare)

Long /aa/ marked with Ci or /ii/ marked with Ca {ia,ai}: 22 examples

 aa/i; AAT-ti (early & late), AT-ta (late only) aat ‘penis’ aiV (Ch)
 aa/i; ba-hi, BAAH-hi, BAAH baah “(fore)head, front; self, image; top”
 aa/i; ba-ki, BAAK-ki, BAK-ka (late), BAAK-ke-la, ba-ke-le,
 aa/i; BAAK-le baak ‘bone’
 aa/i; ch’a-ti ch’aat ‘dwarf’ COLYUC (ah) k’at ‘enano’ (Barrera-Vásquez et 
  al. 1980: 384)
 aa/i; cha-bi chaab ‘bee; honey’ (Ch)
 aa/i; k’a-li k’aal ‘enclosure’ ITZ k’al ‘recinto, cosa cerrada’ (Hofling and 
  Tesucun 1997)
 aa/i; K’AAL?-li k’aal ‘twenty’
 aa/i; mu-MUYAAL-li, MUYAL-ya-la muyaal ‘cloud’
 aa/i; mu-wa-ni, MUWAAN-wa-ni, MUWAAN-ni, MUWAN-na (late) 
  muwaan ‘hawk’
 aa/i; na-hi ~ NAAH-hi ~ NAAH (early & late), na-ja (one late example, 
  K1256) naah ‘house’
 aa/i; na-hi, NAAH naah “first, in front”?11

 aa/i; pa-chi paach ‘feathers, plumage’ (Yu)
 aa/i; pa-ti paat ‘back’ (Ch)
 aa/i; TAAK-ki, ta-ki, -taak ‘plural’ (CHN tac ‘plural,’ ixictac 
  ‘mujeres’ [Keller and Luciano 1997: 430]).
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 aa/i; wa-ji, wa-WAAJ-ji waaj ‘tamale’
 aa/i; yi-ch’a-ki, yi-IHCH’AAK, IHCH'AAK ihch’aak ‘claw’
 aa/i; yi-cha-ni ichaan ‘mother’s brother’ (Chontal ichan s ‘tío, 
  suegro’ [Keller and Luciano 1997 :116)
 aa/i; yi-cha-ni y-ichaan ‘mother’s brother’ (Ch)
 ii/a; a-hi (abbreviated), a-AHIIN-na, AHIIN-na, AHIN-ni (single late 
  example, PAL. TXIX bench, south) ahiin ‘crocodile’ (not ‘alligator’)
 ii/a; u-si-ja usiij ‘vulture’ (Lacadena and Wichmann 2004: 158)
 ii/a; yi-tz’i-na y-ihtz’iin ‘younger brother’

{disharmonic spelling - simple vowel}: No credible examples. 

Forms Not Considered

The following four forms display difficulties with either suffixation or 
interpretation that have led us to withdraw them from the tabulations above, yet 
we discuss them briefly here since they have been broached in other models of 
epigraphic spelling (e.g., Kaufman 2003:30; Lacadena and Wichmann 2004). 

u-tzi, yu-tzi-li utz, y-utz-iil “good,” “goodness” (Kaufman 2003: 32, 199).  
The u-tzi spellings are difficult to understand, as some occur in titles or captions. 
One view would be that they most likely serve as abbreviations of utziil, a surface 
form frequently encountered in running texts.

tz’u-tz’i tz’utz’ “coati”. Kaufman (2003: 581) says that cognates cannot be 
found in Lowland languages, but he is mistaken. While a relatively common 
spelling in the script, this form is almost certainly an abbreviation of the spelling 
tz’u-tz’i-hi seen in a well-controlled context on an incised vessel (K8076). The 
core term for coati, tz’utz’, takes a suffix in a number of relevant languages—e.g., 
Ch’ol tz’utz’ub “coatí” (Aulie and Aulie 1978: 133) and Tzeltal tz’uhtz’um (chab) 
“oso hormiguero, chupamiel” (Slocum et al. 1999: 134), suggesting that the -ih 
may have played a similar role.

k’u-chi k’uch “vulture.” As Kaufman (2003: 620) acknowledges, this form 
is highly implausible, since no cognates of this Eastern Mayan term for “vulture” 
are known from any of the modern Lowland languages. This single, late codical 
attestation has indifferent semantic control, and the expected Lowland term usiij 
“vulture” (see above) is already attested epigraphically at Yaxchilan.

i-ka-tzi, e-ka-tzi ihkatz “bundle; cargo” (Kaufman 2003: 893). The e-ka-tzi 
spellings are from a nominal string at Xcalumkin and therefore of doubtful 
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connection to the term for ‘bundle’. The i-ki-tzi spelling from PNG Throne 1 and 
the numerous possessed forms (yi-ka-tzi) should be added. Given the 
orthographic variation in the initial two signs, our feeling is that such spellings 
may involve a morphosyllable (i-ka-ITZ, i-ki-ITZ, yi-ka-ITZ) — as in the OOK-
ITZ spellings at Tikal, Aguateca, and in the Dresden Codex — perhaps cueing a 
form like i(h)k-itz. While plausibly related to the Tzeltalan term for “bundle,” 
contextual associations suggest that this is more likely to have been the ancient 
term for the “jade” contents of such bundles (Stuart 2001).
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1 A special thanks to Ron Millett for his significant insights. Among other things, 
he suggested the XOR treatment of the binary system, an indispensable 
contribution to this paper.

2 The nature of the vowels is at issue in this discussion, and will be taken up 
below.

3 The ¬ is taken to mean “not.”

4 One exception is the spelling -ya, which is a suffix signaling past tense, to be 
read -iiy.  However wa-ni, which attaches to intransitive positionals, is to be read 
-wan, since it is wän-i in Chontal (Knowles 1984:104).  It should not be read as 
having a long vowel.

5 It is possible that besides being a morphosyllable, the final -i of -yi might be 
taken as a reflex of the Common Mayan intransitive predicate marker, *-ik > -i. 
This is a question that we are not prepared to answer at this point. It definitely 
functions as a morphosyllable, however.

6 We will spell all words with their silent vowel. The pronounced portion of the 
word will be written according to the canon established in this paper, and the 
unpronounced vowel will be written in bold, which reflects the spelling. There 
will be some question which spelling to use. Throughout Classic Maya history, 
spellings changed, especially toward the end of the Classic era. For purposes of 
this discussion, we will use the earlier spelling.

7 This part of the table is expanded in Table 4 below.

8 Thanks to Danny Law for these pedagogical suggestions.  To quote him, “Either 
way, it seems a simple matter to teach even the thickest of Maya scribes your 
spelling rules!”
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9 Ket (Yeniseic) purportedly has three vowel lengths with some glottalized 
overlay, but it has recently been demonstrated that the system is much simpler 
than that: There are five phonemic tones which predict the short, half-long, 
geminate and glottalized tones. In short, the complexity is allophonic and not 
phonemic (Edward Vajda, personal communication, 1974:2003).

10 Terrence Kaufman (2003:29-34) has a third proposal for the so-called silent 
vowels, which we will treat in another paper. Very briefly, he suggests that the 
silent vowel come from the “-V:l suffix that was characteristically suffixed to that 
root in the Epigraphic Mayan language, which should be best reflected in Greater 
Tzeltalan languages today” (2003:ibid., p.31). We have carefully considered this 
proposal on its own merits, and have come to believe that the vocalic nature of 
the -Vl suffix are so hard to pin down diachronically and synchronically that we 
flatly reject the suggestion. A discussion of the proposal goes beyond the bounds 
of this paper, requiring us to show our reasoning in a later paper. 

11 Lacadena (personal communication, 2000) suggests, “na-hi, NAAH naah ‘first, 
in front’? is probably correct disharmonic spelling showing length; CHL ñajan/
ñaxan ‘adelante, primero’ (Aulie and Aulie 1978: 85).”
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